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truth shall not live qui~tly
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Board Committees approve Academic Affairs restructuring
Vote planned by full Board ofTrustees at
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holds dedication for Athletic Center

By William

or Rhodes honored on 85th birthday

uc Editor-in-Chief

On Tuesday, September 13, the

-=

University held the dedication ofthe
James A Rhodes Athletic Center in
frontofthecomplexfacingwhatwas
formerly Second Street. The
building's dedication was set for the
eighty-fifth birthday offormer Ohio
Governor J ~ Rhodes, after whom
the complex is named.

_______

.___

The event was attended by members of the University Community,

___,

3oe Smith

state and local politicians, members
of the Presidents Club, the Golden
Bears, those raponsible for the constructio8t. and members of the community. .

Rhodes told the crowd of spec- ing to bring the area together. He
tators, "There is no finer university stated, "Every unborn child, every
here in the State of Ohio than right little child, every child within 100
here. This university will do more · miles will be filled with the spirit
for the young people who reside This hallow ground has brought
here than anything else. A lot of more spirit more togetherness [to
young people go away to college the area] than anything else."
The Athletic Center itself was
and then find jobs outside of the
area. y OU will be able you keep built in three stages, the first being
more loved ones home because they the basketball court in 1974. The
Bears, who play their home games
have attended this school."
Rhodes stated that he remem- there, are members of the NAIA.
bered a time when Portsmouth and The court has a 1700 seat capacity.
The last stage that completed
the area was divided. He recalled
the Telephone Strike decades ago. the Center was the link between the
The former Governor felt that the Sports Center and the former AcSee Dedication page 21
Universitywas responsible for help-

Accident survivor returns to
classes after accident - - - - -

By William C.

uc Editor-in-Chief

BrentShaw,anSSU student who

was riding with Joe Smith (see above

for more details) at the time of the
August 26 car-wreck that took
Smith's life. was.seriously injUffll
in the crash. (See Smith story elsewhere for more details.) Shaw was
lif~flighted to the University of
Cincinnati Medic:al Center where
be WIS admitted in ICrious CIODdi•

tion.
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stated, " ...Brent came through surgery on Friday with the expectation
of full recovery."
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Universi9' experiences Summer wave of thefts from Natatorium to Massie Hall

University Community should take proper precautions says administration
By William C. Holmes
.
uc Editor-in-Chief , ·
let stolen from his gym bag on July tween one and two o'clock.
snake had been last seen on the pre-

Dr. David Creamer, Vice-President"ofBusiness Affairs, in a messagetotheUniversitystated, "There
continue to be a number of missing
orstolenitems(i.e., wallets, purses,
books, etc.) being reported on campus. Although most of this activity
has occurred in the Rhodes Center,
other areas have also have made
reports. I strongly suggest that you
increase the security surrounding
your personal belongings and your
areas as a whole, especially when

hour when not attended. Personal
belongings should be stored in
locked desks, cabinets, etc. Even if
the current perpetrator is caught,
theseprocedurP.S should continue to
be employed.
..Lastly, if you should observe
anything usual, please report it to
our campus security office. Your ·
assistance in this matter is much
appreciated." .
Dr. Jerry Holt reported his wai-

20, two months ago. Holt was only a
fewfeetawayatthetimehebelieves
the wallet to have been taken. He
recovered only the photo section of
his wallet, which was found on the
inside stairs ofthe Natatorium. Holt
stated, "It does look like we may be
having a rash of wallet theft." He
added, ..HangontoyourhiP-pocket.
or your purse --orbothl"
Cathy Russell's billfold was
takenfromherdeskonthesameday.
Both of the events happened be-
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Another item stolen was a new
$ISOO dollar printer, which was
taken from the Massie Hall business/secretarial computer lab. According to Greg Grant, SSU SecurityOfficer, the printer had just been

.installed.

Also missing is a five-foot Ball
pythonnamedJakefromLabRoom
30S. Thesnakewasdiscoveredtobe
missing by Carol Sexton, Secretary
totheMathandSciencedepartment,
on the morning of August 18. The

------=-,... . . _.. __~,

Celeron becomes Universicy's first dorm complex

vious day at about 11 :OOam. Sexton
noticed the lab door was ajar that
same day and closed it around
S:OOpm but did not check on Jake.
JakewasthepetofMichaelBasham,
son of Associate Professor of Biological Sciences Julia Basham. The
snake was valued at approximately
$400. Basham also told The
Chronicle that balances often turn
up missing, presumably to be used

·

·

by individuals in drug trafficking.

Jennifer Hatcher, owner of
Jungle Jenn's Pet Shop, donated
Patti, a new twenty-inch Ball python to the University. Hatcher is a
former student of SSU.
· Another peculiar item was noticed to be missing by the members
of the Maintenance Department:
three steps from the flood~all.
These items had no real conceivable worth.
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University makes renovations with former Fla1:ship property
uc Editor-in-Chief
into the units that much work is occurred everyday since the agreeBy William C. Holmes

1be University purchased Celeron Square on August 22. Currently
the University is conducting renovationsoftheformerFlagshipproperty. The renovated dormitory complex opened to new students on
September 16, threedaysbeforethe
beginning offall Quarter. Currently,
the name Celeron Square will be
kept until a future date.
·
Fred Chrisman, Director of Student Activities stated after the purchase, "'We have been so late getting

planned for a short period of time.
However, at the present it looks as if
everything will be ready for Fall [Quarter]." The University has had
considerable difficulties purchasing
thepropertiesfromitsformerowner,
wohadmadethedelaysinacquiring
the complex.
The University had intense
schedule of necesary improvements
to carry out before or slightly after
the beginning offall Quarter. Chrisman stated that construction has

ment, except for Labor Day. Chrisman added during the interim betweenSummcrandFallQuarter, "'We
arecurrentlypaintin&puttinginnew
carpet, refinishing the furniture, replacing all mattressesandcushions,
buying new desk chairs where
needed, putting in new curtains, and
replacing any light fixtures that are
broken. In short, Celeron is getting a
complete renovation. Also, new
locks and doors are being installed
for security purposes."
Chrisman stated that the current
tenants who live in Celeron have
been moved to one or two dorm
townhouses to while renovations are
oocurringonthebuildingofthecomSee Celeron
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Smith continue~ from page I

started, but it is incorrect."
'
Smith, a 1990 graduate of ·
Anderson High School in Indiana,
was completing his four-year degree i~ Business Administration.
Smith was the son of Bennie L.
Smith, of Anderson, Indiana, and
Ella June Smith, of Muncie, Indi-

--------------=

SSU and the community, he made
invaluablefriendships.Andfortunately, I was one of those individuals •who came to know Joe as a
friend. A humanitarian in the truest sense, Joe has left each of us
withmanyfondmemories. Memories that remind us of happy times
ana.
with an individual who loved doSmith placed a high priority on ing what he did best-making other
his education, according to Susan people smile."
Warsaw, Director of Community
Smith was one of the founders
RelationsandDevelopment. War- and former president of Africansaw remembered an incident that . American, Hispanic, Asian, Naoccurred in July. "When the [Ohio tive American Organization. The
Board of] Regents visited [SSU], organizatioohelpcdservetheneeds
Joeactedasoneofourstudentguides. of minority groups on campus. He
His portion of the tour took the Re- was active in the young Demogents through the new athletic cen- crats of America.
ter.IleftthegroupinJoe'sbandsin
Smith was also noted for an
order to check preparations for din- excellent singing voice and often
ner so I don't know what be said to started the Bear's games by singthem. However, when I returned, ing the "Star-Spangled Banner."
tbeywerewalkingoutthefrontdoor, According to Jim Arnzen, SSU
and Regent Chairman Paul Dutton Athletic Director, he was highly
toldmethatbehadoff'ercdJoeajob. sought after to sing the National
Being the smart guy be was, Joe told Anthem at various events all across
him be had to finish school." War- Scioto County.
saw added, "Wbatatragicloss. lam
Dr. David Gleason, University
convinced Joe could have been and Planner, said, "Joe performed at a
done anything be act his mind to."
Golden Bears retreat two years ago,
Smith had a long and outstand- singing several songs in such a
ing history with SSU'1 athletic de- way that it made the hair curl on
partment Smith was well known as your neck. It was an outstanding
the men's basketball team manager, performance that I will always rea position in which he served for member.
four years. Last year be acted as
"Joe always made a bright spot
studentassistantooachforthemen's in the day of every one he came in
basketball team and was also the contract with. He would always
manager for the women's softball speak to everyone and was
team. He also participated in SSU's everyone's friend. His smile was
intermural program, volleyball, and contagious. Shawnee State Univerbasketball as an official. He had a sity was a better place because of
two-year letter for the cross country Joe. He leaves a void that will
team, andserYcdas a lifeguard in the never be filled. He will be missed
Natatorium. Smith was certified in greatly."
Lifesaving/CPR by the American
A.L. Addington, SSU Provost,
Red Cross.
stated, "I was impressed with Joe's
Smith was involved in athletics upbeat spirit. He always had a ready
outside the University as well. He smile and outstretched hand to
served on the Board of Directors for shake." He added, "He was the
McDonald's Ohio/Kentucky All- sort of person whose presence
StarGame. Also, he was an official, helped define who we are as an
ooach,andplayerforthree-summers institution. Joe will be missed."
in the McGraw Summer League,
The University held a small mewhich has over 700 participants.
morial service for Smith August
Smith had serYcd in many func- 31 at 3 :OOpm. Matt Matthews, Revtions other than athletics. Smith erend Evan Fisher, and Reverend
was recently elected to his second Howard McGraw spoke at the serterm as a Student Senator. On Au- vice. McGraw stated, "In a short
gust -19, Smith was unanimously 22 years he gave us... 'a girdle of
ap1>9inted to the position ofSecre- strength'."
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice-Presitary-Treasureroftbe Senate. Smith
also served as Chair ofthe Senate• s dent of Student Affairs, stated
Finance Committee.
about the service, ..The remem-.
Joe Harris, former Student Sen- brance service held for Joe was to
ate President, stated "Joe Smith give an opportunity for people on
was the most optimistic, most ar- campusaootheoommunitythatknew
ticulate, and most charismatic to- Joe to have some closure for the
ward fellow people than any other tra_giceventthattookhislife. Weare
individual I've ever known. planning a memorial service to be
Through his many involvements at held on campus shortly after Fall

Quarter begins.• The service will be
2pmon September22 in the Library's
Flohr Lecture.
Memcnal ICrvioes wae held in
OntTeaq,leinMme,lndiana.&mh
was laid m n:st in his lone lOwll CI
Aodrnoo, Indiana 00 'Ihmday,
teom 1. SeYeral meniJersCithe UnivenityCmununity waein 8UeDdance
indudingDr. CliwC. Veri (SSUPn:sidert) Dr.PadCnbm,c(V~
CI Acadlmc Aflails) Folly Wodanan
(Plaideltc:LSubtSeme)IIIIMum
Akins(Sbmt Senale).

The University Chronicle

An Open Letter from President Veri to returning students
Dear Part~er.1.
..
turers, testing you . skills . jn
Why do I address you as clinical settings, taking field
"partners?"
trips, and by sharing your ideas
It's simple. Each one of you during classroom discussions.
is a partner in one of the most · You are, therefore, partners
invigorating and stimulating with me as well as other Shawprocesses known to human- nee staff who make it possible
kind: the teaching and learn- for faculty to coach, mentor
ing process.
and guide you in the personal
It is ~OT a concep( of"fac- process of learning.
All ofus who serve you and
ulty teach and students learn."
At best. the time you spend in guide your growing experithe classroom during an aca- ences know that the reason for
demic quarter is so short that a our existence is to facilitate
faculty member's role can be the ever-so-important teachdescribed as your guide to-- ing-learningprocess. Makeno
learning. It is you who leant by mistake about that I We are
participating in lectures and partners who ·are singl'e
demonstrations. by reading mindedly interested in. your
textbooks, seeking - out the intellectual and personal
thoughts of other experts in developcment. We ask that you
e special pleasure in
the library, expressing your do your part in making our
thoughts in papers. discussing Shawnee State a vibrant aca- welcoming you back to campus
course content with other stu- demic community where leam- for the start of another minddents. participating in labs, in- ing is at the very top of our building academic year and
·
luck in
r nteracting with special guest lee- collective priority list.

deavors.
Sincerely your1,

1.) Fall Quarter-Draft your resume. See the Career Center Staff and purchase resume expert.
2.) Winter Quarter-Develop a Job search plan. Finalize your resume and cover letter; work on
Interview skills; and make ·contacts at Job Fair (February 22, 1995).
3.) Spring Quarter-Implement your Job search plan and interview. Get a Job.
4.) Summer Quarter-Go to work and do a great job.
I

•

The University Chronicle
"State of SSU" address slated for Tuesday

amiliar faces return to
versity Chronicle's Office.

New employees to be reco1:nized

You are cordially invited to attend an all-University Convocation on Tuesday, September i>,
4:00pm in the Flohr Lecture Hall.
President Veri and Vice-Presidents
Addington, Creamer, and Crabtree
will present •state of ssu• com-

ments. We will also take this op- to school• event.
portunity to recognize and welcome new employees to SSU.
Sincerely youn,
'Refreshments will be served
immediately following the ConvoPatricia J. Moore
cation and we hope your schedule
Executive Secretary
will allow you to attend this •back
to the President

Fun, fun, fun! Once again Kings
Island will be honoring college students by giving them a special discount on October 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, and
16, 1994. You may pick up the coo-

pons for this event from Jason
Sininger in the University Center at
the Information Desk or call Ext
711. I encourage all organizations
and general students to take advan-

Discount tickets available from Student
Programming Board

...

:1ili!, iiiill!i!l:!:

tage ofthese fun filled days at Kings

Island.

Jason Sininger

Student Programming Board

.....
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Writer dismayed about ~he name of new Athletic Center_ _ __

Editor's Note: The University
Chronicle received dris letter via
FAX from James Wilson of
Rey,,oldslntrg, Ohio Olltslde of ColflmbllS. He 'M"Ole a letter of disafr
prow,/ because of the Kent State
tragedy. This is"' opinion pi~e.
Dear Go¥emor Rhodes,

Happy 85thl Time cka fly. We
sec that you arc still active and contioue to leave your mark on Ohio
collcge camp•ses. Today, on your
85th, they dedicated the James A
Rhodes Athletic Center on the aunpusofShawnec State. 'Ibis will live on
many years as a memorial to your
years of bard work, quality decision

oin Scioto County residents on
Saturday, October 8, 1994 in taking a
step to end hunger. The third annual
10K !approximately 6.2 miles)(!R~/J
'It/al. begins at 9:00a.m. at Shawnee
State University.
•
Registration begins at 8:15a.m. on the East
Parking Lot at Shawnee State. Your admission
to the walk is a can of food. It will be donated
to an area food pantry.
All walkers who collect $25. in pledges will
receive a T-shirt. One or more local agencies
chosen by the Scioto County Ministerial ·
Association will receive 2q% of the funds
collected. The remaining 75% will be used by
(!R~P to help a community, either here in the
U.S. or overseas.

dJ.o,,_IHMS~,~•

petl,d ai 35J/.-IJ/.3J/..

Also Mindee Akins of Student
Senate at 355-2320
'·,;,·,•,•,•,••,-.•

' ~ ~ ~II

making,anddccpa,mpassioo.(cspe-

cially fi>r your people).
Next spring. there will be 90mc

folksgcUingtogetheronanothercampus in the northern part of the state.
While there is no James A Rhodes
Athletic Center, or Rhodes Caller for
SocialAwamas,you'velc:ftamark
on this
which will remain

long after the one in Portsmouth has
been corrupted by moth and rmt.
YoumaywanttosetasideMay4th
on your calendar. It'll be 25 years.
As I said, time docs fly. While it
will be no birthday party, there'll
be people at Kent state, on that day,
whowouldliketotalkwithyou,ask
a few questions.

Sony, but we won't be able
to attend I'm sure you understand
why.
Sincerely,
AllilOn Knute
Jeffrey Glen Miller
Sudn I.« Schever
WUllut K. Scltroeder

Student voter registration announced _ _ __

In Ohio there were 3 million fear of backlash from students who DRIVE
citi7.ens who were eligible to vote bistoricallyhavelowvotertwnout
Scptemler19-30Monday-Friday
who did not do 90 in the 1992 pn:siInl994,0hiovoterswillclectnu12:00pm unti.12:00pm
dential dection, in spite .of all the merous lltate officials, U.S. senator,
Until America's students come
publicity surrounding that dection. represenlativcstocoogress,statesena- together, get organized and vote in
Some of these 3 million may have tors and representatives, justices and reooninwmers, wcwillbaYeDOwioe,
been students from Shawnee State _jud8es, oountyoommissionersandau- DO clout, and DOJq)lescntatioD.
University.
ditors, committees of political parties,
Information taken from:
Thisyear, 1994, marlcsthctwmty- and members of the State Board of .
Voter R.egistmtion for Colleges
lCCOOd year that those 18 to 20 years Education. These state and county · and Univer'sitim 1994 Edition, Bob
old will cast their ballots. Since the elections
times arc more critical Taft,
Secretary of State
pa&Siogofthe2<id1Amcrxlmertwbidt and have a greater impact on our lives
RcgisterOooe, TheNational Camlowered the voting qe to 18, there andour oommunities.
paign for Student Voting Rights a
THE SOLUTION: REGISTER. project ofL.E.AD. (Leading, Edubas been a steady decline iil voting
amoogyaungadults.
AND VOTE!
cation, Activating our Democracy)
The price of tuition is skyrocketsnxse. Senate will be sponsoring
Akiu
ing. Govemmentspcncliogoohigbcr itsannual V01ERREGIS1RATION
Student Senate
education is droppingdramatic:ally.
Thisdangerwsoontinationiscbeat-

r.=============================:::;t

ingmillionsoutofanaffordableeducation. Our electcd officials have DO
Monday, September 19

1st day of claHe•/Fall
quarter
.
1st day 80o/o refund for
complete withdraw(
from Fall Quarter
La•t day to apply for
budget payment plan

Tbur•day, September 22 Free Educational
Work•hop
Location: Mlcklethwalte
Time: S:30-7 p.m.
Last day to add a
cl••• fall quarter
Friday, September 30
La•t day to apply for
fall quarter
graduation ·
Last day for 80% refund
for complete
withdraw-I of fall quarter
La•t day to apply for
pa.,./fall
Friday, September 23

New
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Congressman announces the awarding of $950,000 2rant to OACHE
Prozr~m Director sees expanded educational opportunities for Ohio's Appalachians

By William C. Holme•

UC Eclitor-in-Chief

Congressman·Ted Strickland.
former professor of psychology at
SSU, announced recently that the
U.S. Department of Education bas
allocated $950,000 over 5 years to
the Ohio Appalachian Center for
Higher Education. The money from
the grant will be designated to fund
the Educational Opportunity Center
(EOC) which will "enhance the likelihood of adults entering and succeeding in a program of post-secondary education." according to
Wayne F. White, Director of
OACHE. The EOC will have six
area 000rdinators that will work in
the Appalachian section of Ohio,
which consists of 29 counties out of
the 88 in Ohio. The EOC program,
which is ancxtensionmOACHE, is
expected to serve approximately
1,000 Appalachian students during
the 1994-95 program year.
TbeAppalachian portionofOhio
is of greater size than the states of
Maryland and Dela~ combined..
The plan states. "The rural remoteness ofthe target area will require a

netWOrk ot' scm-cc sites spread
throughout Appalachia Ohio but
administered centrally." Ohio~

palacbia, while havingover~
of Ohio's territory, only represents
13% of its population for a total of
1,372,893 inhabitants.
The central office of the EOC
project will be at Shawnee State.
The EOC office will help low
income nontraditional first- generation college students in dealing with
· coming back into an educational
system that they bavc been out offor
years. There arc 250,000 individuals in Appalachian Ohio that qualify
fortheprogram. Thcabstractforthe
EOCstatcs, "Thescindividualsbavc
been identified in various reports as
being among the poorest in the state,
both in terms of income levd and
educational attainment. Poverty,
unanploymcnt,andlowem:atiooal

aspirations are well-documented in

the target area...

White stated that programs
would be available to these students
to help select colleges and UDMrSitics that fit the needs and interests of
the student, bdpwitbfilinganddealing with financial aid administration, encourage dropouts to return to
school (whether secondary or postsecondary) and to better prepare the
students for college.

White stated that the program is

not to encourage enrollment at any

one university, but to ensure that
they go to a college of their choice.
Hcadded, "Wewantjusttoprovide
access [to the college and university
system]."
OACHE consists of 10 Appalachian colleges and the Ohio Board
of Regents. OACHE member institutions other than SSU arc: Ohio
University (Southern Campus located in Ironton), Hocking Technical College (Nelsonville), Southern
State Community College

(Hillsboro), Wasbingtoo.StateCom- .

munity College (Marietta), Belmont
Technical College (St Clairsville),
and Jefferson Technical College
(Stuebenville), Kent State University (East Liverpool), Muskingham
AreaTechnicalCollcge(Zanesvillc),
and University of Rio Grande (Rio
Soun:ea: 1990 U.S.
Grande.
Cenaaa & ILGARD {"'
The 000rdinators will work at
···..-:-'.-:-·::::_;:;.;_;t:ttftf\fffttti\jffttI=ti=tiffftr:::rtrtff\?·
OU Ironton, HrC, SSC, WSCC, =-=="""'"-="".= ============-=~
BTC, and ITC.
some challenges to face. Only about address the problem today. lfwc do
WbitestaaedthatAppalacbiabas · Ioele of our region have graduated not, in 10 or 15 years we will be
many virtues to take pride in. He with a college degree." He contin- dealing with the same problems,
stated, "Wehlft'ealotofprideinour ued, "A third have no high sdlool maybe even worse."
He added, "This program will
family values and patriotism." How- diploma."
See OACHE page 8
ever, White added, "We do have
Strickland stated, "We need to

U5£D 6'/S1T/,15&rlf1?17/IG lt5 LOW lt5t,99

SA L .E !
Just 4 of the great deals at Shawnee Computers!

Gl~CH COMES WITH CHOICE OF DESKTOP OR MINI-TOWER CASE

486 DX2/66 •1499
*4 megs ram
*420 meg hard drive
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
*101 keyboard
*2s/lp/I_g ports - mouse
*l megSVGA
*1024 x 768 non-Int monitor

586 DX/4o •8s9
*2 megs ram
*210 meg hard drive
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
*101 keyboard
.
*2s/l p/{g ports - mouse
*256 VGA card and monitor

486 DLC/40 •1119

*4 megs ram
*340 meg hard drive
*1.2 & 1.44 hard drive
*101 keyboard ·
*2s/lp/I_g_ports - mouse
*l meg SVGA card
*1024 x 768 monitor

586 SX/40 •699
*l meg ram
*40 meg hard drive ·
*l' .2 or 1.44 floppy drives ·
· *101 keyboard
*2s/lp/Iiiports - mouse
*256VG card and monitor

We also have ...
Accessories

14.4 faxmodem $99
Zoltrlx Sound Pak AS89
Mltsuml DS 25.0MS CD Rom $189
CD_Rom software SlO and up
CD Rom speaker set $12 Deluxe $19
Panasonic KXP2123 $229 Color kit $59
Diskettes/Boxes/Mice/Cables/Shareware

Components

Wester Digital 340 meg $249
Western Ulgltal 420 meg $279
Desktop and mini-tower cases $79
1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives $69 each
VGA monitor $229
SVGA monitor $249/ 15" $359
lmx x ·3 SILMM ram $49
4mx x 3 SIMM Sl 79
Call for motherboard pricing

••• and much, much morel

- - - - - --- - -=:==:::=======:::== ===-- ~------====:==============::-::::..=::-=:..=~---------

The University Ch
0 AC H E continued from page 7

help identify individuals who are
worthy, who have great potential, and who deserve a break. It
is time to make sure that the
people in this area get a break.
We are part of a human family
and we must share responsibility."
Pat Garibay, Cincinnati Area
Sales Manager, from Honeywell,
Inc also announced a partnership with OACHE to help the
project succeed. He stated, "We
are one of the top 25 corporate
sponsors of education." Garibay
added, "With the business we
have done with businesses and
schools in Appalachia, we are
glad to be able to return some of
this back." Honeywell, Inc. will
be sponsoring a conference of
the 10 institutions this fall.
The grant writing team for
the EOC was comprised of: Carl
Arlotta (Jefferson Techni~ Cot.:
lege), Karyn Evans (Southern State
Community College), Peggy
Peterson (Washington State Community College) Pat Dewees
(ILGARD/Ohio University) Wayne
White (OACHE), Dan Evens (formerly with SSU, now Evans is Dean
of Wright State University-Lue
Campus in Celina, Ohio), JoEllen
Hopp (Montgomery Community
College, Philadelphia, Penn.),
Linda Lillie (Lakeland Community College (Mentor).
SSU President Dr. Clive Veri,
upon n:ceiving news of the acceptance of the grant by the federal
government, stated, "A simple "TH-A-N-K-S" does not come even
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close to expressing my
admiration for
your leadership of the
writing team.
Canyou imagine how many
Appalachians
the Center will
motivate to attend college as
a result of the
project? It
boggles the
mind!"
Veri and
Dr.PaulCrabtree, VicePresident of
Student Affairs, were
unable to attend the September
1
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student Joe Smith (See story page two years (FY94 and FY95) to districts in Scioto County," accord- parents during the formative
1).
"provide a series of educational ing to OACHE. "The primary goal middle school and early high
The OACHE project currently and career presentations and ac- of the program is to develop a long- school years."
run~ programs such as: career tivities to students in the 6th, 8th, term relationship between the UniLois Rase is coordinator of
advisors for high school students, ...;;:an:;;;d;;...:;.,l0;:;,;t;:h.$i21'8.:;.;;:;;'dt:;:==..s.:;in;...al;;;;;..l;;;01;:.;·ne;.;..;;sc.;;;h:;;;oo;..;;;;.l_v;..;;e.;;;rs;:.;itv~a;;;n;;;d;..;bo;.;.,.;.;th;,;,..;;.;stu;;;..;:;.de.:;n.:;ts.;,,..;;;an;;;d::...::th:;.;:e;.;;:ir:........;;;B.;;;E;,;..ARS.:;:,.;;:;;,.;,·..........,,,.,,,,,.,.,.,.,,,,,.,,.,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,=,,,,,,,
visits to college campuses, seminars to prepare parents on how to
send their children to college.
Also, the OACHE project works
with various state agencies to
identify potential candidates for
post-secondary education.
SSU's program BEARS: Beginning Early Academicaliy Results in Success was funded for
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The Univ.ersity Chronicle
From
the cheap seats ... O'er traveled roads It has become customary, or you've read in this paper in the ting the necessary supplies. there are a few college newspaNeedless to say, that didn't work:
out. I think I would actually have
saved a lot of time ifl badn 't had
help in this area. The system isn't
actually very complex. But you
have to get yourself in gear and
actually do the job. It doesn't do

them around the page to get just
pers around who are making do the look we want. We Cail textwith less. And we have found ·wrap them so the text flows
people on campus who are ex- around them. They provide an
tremely knowledgeable about interesting visual break from the
computers and printers and are boring look of five columns of
willing to take the time and make plain type (especially the sort of
the effort to keep us going when full-page text pieces you get

as customary as things can be in
a department where the entire
population changes every three
months or so, for departing editors to write some sort of piece
for The Chronicle about their
experiences. Various editors

pastwerewrittenbystudentswho
took time out of their busy lives
and traveled twenty or thirty
miles just to cover the event.
Another important factor to
consider is the level of campus
apathy. I suppose this is gener-

havehandledthis"openletterof
resignation" in different ways.
Some have expressed their hopes
and fears for the future, sometimes sounding like some sort of
weird valedictory address. 0thers have revealed their reasons
forleaving,eithercareerormedical. Others have just bitched
about the lousy working conditions. Some have complained of
persecution on the part of the
University.
Being who and what I am (an
egotist with verbal diarrhea), I
willdomostofthosethings, and
morel
Actually, I'd rather just go
party, but they tell me this is
expected and God Forbid I
should ever do the unexpected.
Actually, the last two quarters have been a time when I
tried not to do the unexpected.
But the unexpected certainly ha~
penedl
1 started out with one basic
idea: The Chronicle is a damn
fine newspaper. If you don't believe me, you have only to look
attbenewspapersbeingproduced
at some of the other colleges in
the area. You'll generally find
that they produce about onefourth to one-eighth of the.material usually contained in The
Chronicle. We have a more professional look, we have a higher
standard of writing (most of the
time), and we have a wider range
of interests on one page than you
normally find in the whole of a
university paper.
This would be something for
SSU to be proud of under any
circumstances, but there are several factors that make this paper
even more astonishing than it
already is.
For one thing, we have no
journalism program. Although
we have occasionally offered the
odd journalism course, most of
them several years ago, there is
very little journalism instruction
besides what people can attain
with hands-on experience right
here at The Chronicle.
It must be remembered that
we are primarily a commuter college. On a campus where most of
the students live on-campus, getting to events and conferences is
no problem. Ma~y of the stories

ally true of com- .
the ma- whensomeidiotsetsouttowrite
muter colleges,
.----------- - - ,
chine r y a History of English Literature).
but few students
b r e a k s You've seen some of our graphdown.
ics in stories about the Jazz Soseem to really
care much about
A n - ciety meeting in BASICS, and in
what goes on
other fac- our stories on SOLO (Southern
ftL ,
tor that Ohio Light Opera).
here. And why
should they?
makes it
Another area lay indelineatThey spend a few
p OS Sible ing the fine difference between
hours here a few
for The serving the target audience and
days a week, but
BY. J
Arr
Chronicle sacrificing objectivity. Ideally,
they don't live
to keep every story should be fair to evhere. They have
e
you
so eryone and give everyone inwell in- volved a chance to express bis or
far more impor,,...__~~--:-- - - - -:•
tant aspects of
formed is her opinion. In practice, every
their lives at
the E-Mail story would be as long as the
home, and they
s y s t e m average newspaper and take
have plenty of
here at montbs ' to· write if we actually
real problems to deal with there. itself. (Why do I sound like my SSU. We complain about it a lot, gave everyone a chance to sound
Theydon'thavetimeormotiva- fatherallofasudden?)
butitreallydoesworkverywell. off on every issue. Actually, it
tion to really care about the doFinally, there is the question
And, ofcourse, The Chronicle would take half an issue to record
ings of faculty and administra- of equipment. I've said so much has been blessed with editors and one individual's remarks on some
tion unless these things affect about the rotten equipment with students who really care about of these issues. That's why we
the length of time it will take which I labor that it seems point- journalism and about getting the never interview that individual.
them to get that little piece of less to say any more. We pres- job done. Sixty- o~ seventy.,bour
So, what newspapers try to
paper that says they've gradu- ently have two working comput- weeks have not been uncommon do is to find someone who repre~ted. This means that when stu- ers and one printer with a dead for past Chronicle editors, in fact seats each involved group and
dents write for The Chronicle, toner cartridge. Pffffuii.
they've been the norm. I wonder let his opinions speak for the
they are writing for people who
With all these factors against if the editors and reporters at group. h's a form ofrepresentareally care very little. This is us, why has The Chronicle, for other universities put in a,ny- tive democracy, not unlike the
disheartening to say the least, several years now, been such a where near the time and effort governmental system under
yet we have students who spend consistently good paper?
that Chronicle staffers do. I sus- which we live. We really want,
many hours and much energy
For one thing, we have had pectthat many newspapers view ineverystorywhicbinvolvesstugoing after stories.
the support (much of the time) of their journalistic endeavors as dents, to have a student who can
There is the supply problem. both administration and faculty. something to do in their spare speak for the whole of the stuThe Chronicle is constantly short We have managed to write the time. It would be very difficult dent body. If the problem inof supplies. As I speak, our one truth about both of these groups to come aboard this ship with volves work-studies, we want a
official photographer is using his while remaining friends with that attitude and expect to ever work-studier to give the workown film because The Chronicle both. We have never been told advance. In fact, I suspect that studial opinion (work-studious?)
has no film. Our toner cartridge that we couldn't-or shouldn' t- for many ofour staffers, this will If the story involves administrais unusable for anything of im- print a story. It wouldn't have be the hardest work they will tors, we want an administration
portance; we couldn't print a mattered if we bad; we would ever do in their lives.
spokesman.to say something relSo I know The Chronicle is a evant. We wanted faculty, if they
paper ifa meteor fell on the Uni- have printed it anyway. Still, I
versity. We have no white-out have never seen so many people, fine newspaper. I wondered how were directly involved, to give
and no sharp blades for the X- inbothadministrativeandfacul- it could be made better. There outwithanopinionorareaction.
acto knives. We have the money tative (Okay, what is the correct were several areas where we were In looking back through a lot of
to buy all these things. We also word, smart guy?) positions who deficient. One was in our use of our old stories, I found that far
have a procurement system that minded the truth so little. Either graphics. We very seldom used too many of our stories quoted
doesn't work because no one has everybody's innocent or they all any. We used them in advertise- five or six administrators quoted
ever been found who knows how thin1.:tbey've covered their tracks ments, of course, but even'tbose for every student or facultent
the system works and has the pretty well.
were usually cut out of maga- (facultator?). I decided that I
time and energy to run around
With regard to support from zincs or books and taped to the would use quotes from those most
campus obtaining the necessary administration, I would single out page. I wanted to do a little bet- directly involved in the event
signatures.
President Clive Veri and Dr. Paul ter. Nat James has been instru- being covered and only those
There is the money problem. Crabtree. These gentlemen have mental in showing me how to use quotes from more-removed
I will only say that, due to the always demonstrated their belief the various scanners and transla- sources which actually expressed
various shortfalls and budget in the importance of the n~wspa- tors around the campus. Now we something that hadn't already
cutbacks, some people didn't get per. The faculty members who can scan graphics, record them been expressed in the story or
paid all their money in a previ- have expressed their support are on disk and place them directly gave information tnat couldn't
ous quarter. They still haven't too numerous to mention.
on the page. With PageMaker, be found elsewhere in the story.
been paid. I thought I had eradiAnother factor is the fact that, we can make our graphics about Since most stories involve adcated such problems as this when while the equipment may not al- any size we want. We can make ministrative decisions, rather that
I put one person in charge of ways do the job it is supposed to them longer and thinner or facultative or studentative
doing all the paperwork and get- do, at least it's there. I imagine shorter and fatter. We can move 'See Henderson's_ View page 27
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SSU offered Summer Quarter course on the Holocaust
By J'lm Thomson.
C@y-Editor

uc

Most students don't attend
classes in the summer. I have to:
I'm on a program. So, I signed Dr.
· Holt's special topics course, ENGL
499--Topics, The Holocaust. Yes,
I signed it as a popular elective
with a film format. But, I soon
found I was in for much more than
a simple lecture series on war history. I will never be the same. The
actual classroom sessions lasted
only a week, but it is one week I
shall never forget as long as' I live I
Dr.HoltintroducedDr. Herbert
Hockhauser, Holocaust Studies (and chair ofa special state
council on holocaust studies,
Kent State guest lecturer, distinguished authority on Holocaust studies, and on Holocaust
Studies. Dr. Hockhauser is renowned as an authority on the
Holocaust, and has toured the
world map of Holocaust sites
and museums, making films and
advancing the work of Holocaust
historical authentication. The slant
of the course is to counter current
"denial" movements which arc
fronted as "historical revision". the
"skinhead" thing, and neo-Nazi
cults. Of course, the paramount
idea is that the true history of the
Holocaust might be corroborated
and maintained, thatthe HolocaJJSt
might never happen again. From
the momeni Dr. Holt introduced
Dr. Hockhauser, on day one, I knew
I was in for a profound experience.
As he approached the lectern, I
was not overwhelmed by his appearance: a spirited, pleasant,
stocky man of average height, with
a gracious smile. I was quick to
learn that, in the cause of truth,
that smile could take on crocodile
complexions: I had to do my homework! With disarming candor, Dr.
Hockhauser simply asked each of
us the obvious question: "Why did
. you sign up for this course? What
do you expect to get out of it?"
Some were wise enough to level
with him, and admit they had simply been looking for a popular elective with a finals option and .a film
format. I ventured some altruistic
platitude about brotherhood and
social conscience. I spoke of how
I had defended a Jewish pal in
high-school when he was excused
for holy days. With that innocent,
wane smile of bitter irony, Dr.
Hockhauser shredded my pompous, patronizing pretensions with
this piercing rebuttal: "Where were
the world's religions when the Jew
cried out? Eye witnesses from the
death campS were denied as the
world winked at Hitler!" I had no
ready answer, but, by the end of

the week I knew Holocaust facts I
dido 't even WANT to know: the
six million Jews who were exterminated; gruesome medical torture
experiments; the crematoriums.
We came to learn about the Holocaust, but, each day, we left Library 110 on unsteady legs, choking back tears and trying not to
look one another in the eye.
Another day we heard the testimony of Dr. Hockhauser' s special
guest speaker, Morris Dash, a survivor of Buchanwald who lost his

loved ones to the ovens. He was
driven to torture himself with the
retelling of his story, so that no one
mightforget ordenythetruth when
there are no longer any first-generation survivors to tell the truth
first-hand. He learned masonry, u
a prisoner, laying the first bricks in
the crematorium which was to consume his loved ones. Though he
spoke in a gruff, brave, quiet bass,
_stifling back the tears, I couldn't
help noticing the pained catch in
his voice as he struggled to tell his
story without breaking down. My
heart went out to him. In all the
years I have spent in school, hearing about WWlI and the Holocaust,Ineverdreamediwouldone
day meet a Buchanwald survivor,
in person, and see one of those
gruesome tattoos I He explained,
incidentally, that the tattooing was
very painful, as well as debilitating. I was stricken to hear him tell
how some were carelessly burned
alive in those ovens, when they
were too sic~ to work any longer.
You might say, "Yes, the bolocaust was terrible, but it's history:
it could never happen again; certainly not here in America." Well,
one day we faced that issue. In the
morning lecture, Dr. Hockhauser
emphasized that, already, we have
had repetitions: the religious wars
ofNorthem Ireland; the apartheid
slaughter in South Africa; the plight
of the people in third world countries during political pogroms.
One day one we heard Dr.
Haukhauser tell his own personal
story as a Holocaust survivor who
lost loved ones in the ovens, as a
child. With a bravely stifled catch
in his voice, he recounted the pathos and horror of those awful

times. Dr. Holt• introduced a disCU$Sion of the little-known scandais of America's own war-era
denials:' the refugee ships turned
back; the companies who profited
from death-camp fixtures; the duplicity of statesmen and immigration officials who barred fleeing
refugees with lega~istic subterfuges. The afternoon VCR showed
the inevitable footage of walking
skeletons walking about on liberation day as Nazi officers were compelled to bury their victims before
the eyes of townspeople who
had denied knowing that a
smoking crematorium was in
their backyard.
On another day, we examined the issues of wartime collaboration and the ·implementation of Hitler's "ultimate
solution": how an entire world
went mad and refused to face
the awesome truth of mass murder.
The afternoon VCR, "Robert
Clary: A57 l4 ", A Memoir of Liberation, told the itory of the guy
who played the feisty little French
underground operative in the TV
series "Hogan's Heroes". Asa teenager, he experienced the Paris
ghetto, the one•W!lY boxcar ride to
thedeathcamp,andsawlovedones
for the last time. His unexpected
reunionwithasurvivingsister, was
theonehappyfootnotetohistragic
story. The afternoon VCR was entitled: "The California Reich". It
told the story.ofa paramilitary neoNazi cult in Tracy, California.• I
could hardly believe my eyes as I
viewed the neo-Nazi radicals
marching about in full Nazi regalia, chanting racist slogans and ...
brainwashing little children to hate
Jews, blacks, and all minorities.
You might say, "Oh;that'sjustthe
lunatic fringe!" Yet, there were
interviews with sober, affluent
middle-class families in suburban
living rooms. There was footage
depictingachild'sChristmasparty,
replete with hate songs' and neoNazi decorations, including a visiting Santai Many say, "Oh, that's
just an exaggeration of the liberal
freedoms of modem California:
things were more sane in WWII."
Really? As Dr. Hockhauser lectured, we recalled the embarrass· ing scandals ofhate-mongering that
preceded WWII, even here in
America. There was mention of
the legendary radio demagogue,
Conklin, of the '30's. There were
accounts of the rally in Madison
SctuareGudenbythe"Bund"(neoNazi's of that era) following the
Hindenburgairshipdisaster.
As the week wound down, Dr.

Hockhauser countered every rebuttal, answered every historical
question with a rapid-fire barrage
of facts, facts, facts. His was no
counter-racist demagoguery of
empty emotionalism, but a sound
campaignag-ainst hate, based upon
sound factual history. Even as he
spoke, Morris Dash appeared with
a huge, fresh, updated ledger book
full of additional names from the
rolls of the death camps. At break
time, students gathered around as,
with tremblin hands, he flipped

the many pages to find those he
had anticipated in his lecture story.
This dramatic incident left the student spellbound, a timely reminder
that the drama never ends in the
truth-seeking of holocaust groups
· and those who hunt war criminals
yet today.
On another day, we reviewed
the hunt for war criminals, both in
wartime trials, and in Brazil and
Europe of recent years. It was
haunting to learn how mild-manSee Holocaust page 27
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Another look at the stories and events that
made the Summer of '94 such a wonderful time
to be a journalist.
A retro•pectlve complied by .Jay Arr Henderson

The Summer of 1994 was a
very interesting time at SSU.
All of Nature seemed to tum
against SSU, perhaps in retaliation for what we had earlier
done to the trees behind Massie.
There were moments when it
seemed like the very buildings
themselves had turned against
the puny humans who swagger
through these hallowed halls
with delusions of self-importance.
In fact, SS U was attacked on
all sides during the summer.
The mineral world attacked the
pool and a few pennies worth of
common metals caused the early
shutdown of a pool that cost
enormous amounts of money
and man-hours to construct.
The microbial world attacked the third floor of Massie.
We could not trust the animal world. One of our snakes
apparently made a bold dash to
freedom . If something touched
your leg just now, Don't Look
Down! Ah, you looked, didn't
you?
Another college, in a surprise raid, snuck into Massie
under cover of darkness and
stole away Dan Evans, a weilliked, hard-working and capable
administrator.
Old friends brought lawsuits.
The administration found
themselves in financial straits
again and had ~o cancel their
attempt to gain approval for a
four-year degree because it
would have meant the hiring of
another instructor. In an amazing turnaround, SSU shortly
thereafter announced that their
Reserve Fund was up to 1.6
million. But, I guess the Reserve Fund isn't meant for the
hiring of instructon. Does anybody know what it is meant for?
Read Bill Holmes' story on the
Reserve Fund a couple of pages
farther on and maybe you can
figure it out.
Even SSU's bureaucracy

I

seemed out to get the university, as scholarships seemed to
go to the wrong people. The
Faculty Scholarship went to an
itinerant journalist (yours
truly). The Walke Scholarship
in Journalism went to a young
Chronicle staff writer who
hasn't been seen at The
Chronicle offices since. (So she

than it would cost to buy the back
liniment you'd need after carrying the steps away.
And, ofcourse, Jake the Snake
was stolen: a Christmas present
to a young boy. Can you think of
anything lower than the theft of a·
little boy's Christmas present?
At times, the horror seemed
to spread to whatever the university touched. The Daily
Times, who have always done such a wonderful job of printing
for us, with hardly ever
a mistake (printing fish
pictures upside down
doesn't cuunt; fish look
about the same either
way), allowed someone to walk off with a
packet of photographs
intended for the
Chronicle. We were
forced to redo most of
the newspaper and use
some photographs that
weren't nearly as good
as the ones we had
planned ·to use origididn't . take classes this nally. This led to the publishing
Summer .. .that's supposed to be of the farnousWhat-Is-It? phoan excuse?)
tograph, which appeared on the
Finally, the humans of SSU page as nothing more than a
turned against each other as a dark blob . At least twenty
series of thefts swept the univer- people have asked me what that
sity. Some of the thefts were nor- is supposed to be a picture of. It
mal enough. Wallets were sto- is a picture of an eraser covered
len. There was sometimes an odd by a one-inch layer of mold. It
element to these seemingly nor- was found by Dr. Scott Oliver
mal thefts, though, as Dr. Jerry in his office and trapped before
Holt had his wallet stolen from it could run away.
The third floor was a little
his gym bag while he was only a
few feet away. Purses were fair bit fungi-intensive at the mogame, too. In one case, the thief ment. You will find that picture
stole cash and left valuable credit elsewhere in this retrospective
along with the story of the
cards in the purse, which
later found. A printer was stolen, moldy third floor.
said to be worth $1500.00.
The worst predator to stalk
Some of the thefts were sim- the halls of SSU during the last
ply bizarre. Stone slabs being few months has been death itused as steps on the floodwall self.
behind Massie were stolen. These
If you add up all the stuuseless chunks of rock weigh a dents, faculty and administracouple of hundred pounds each. tors currently at SSU and all the
You could buy Quik-crete and ones who have been here in the
make your own blocks for_less recent past and .all their friends

was

and relatives, you would come
up with a very large number. In
a population of this size; there
will naturally, be much death.
But SS U seemed unusually hard
hit in the last few months. A
Memorial Service held some
months ago culminated in the
planting of the Memorial Lilies
in the bed which can be seen
between the Second Street sidewalk and the University Center. It was a very lovely ceremony and I couldn't help
hoping that the rate of death of
those closest to the SSU community would slow down. That
was not to be.
We are the probably the only
weekly newspaper connected
with a university of SSU's size
that has seriously considered
running a regular obituary column.
Elsewhere in this issue you
will find a story on the death of,
and services for, Joe Smith.
Many of you knew Joe well and
know that he was a very good
person. Ted Cox, of the Daily
Times, wrote a moving column
concerning Joe's death in which
he compared Joe's fate to that
of a professional racing driver
who brushed death in that same
week. Not only was his· column
a fitting tribute to Joe, it was
thought-provoking. This is the
epitome of the columnist's art:
to make people both feel and
think at the same time.
There were also a lot of good
moments during the summer.
The women of SSU's athletic teams set records for skill
and ability and accomplishment. It was a pleasure to record
their triumphs. Still, I must
admit we didn't do much with
sports. I've never understood
why a school as large as SSU
and with as many sports teams
as we have, has never been able
to support a sports page. We've
always done all the sports stories we could, but we've never

been able to get the facts and
statistics on a regular basis. Even

when one ofthe assistant coaches
was our Sports Editor, even HE
couldn't get the line scores! We've
even tried placing receptacles in
the Sports Dept. whereany coach
could drop in any information
he/she wanted to be printed. They
were never used. In light of all
tbis, I can't feel too badly about
not having had much of a sports
page, but I hope the UC and the
Sports Dept. will resolve whatever difficulties may exist and do
better in the future. It's ridiculous
that SSU students can't find out
how well their teams are doing.
Other good moments included the return of the Exchange students who went to
Russia. Dr. Mira.hello also returned which I personally felt
was a good thing, although you
are entitled to your own opinion. The Chronicle ran interviews with Eric Goodman, soon
to be a member of the Chronicle
staff, and Mindee Akins. I believe these interviews came as a
shock to a lot of people who
thought they knew what Russia
was all about. (In an upcoming
interview with Dr. Marie Mirabello, we find out about the Russian mafia.)
There were new scholarships
created. This is definitely a good
thing.
The SOLO shows were a big
hit and were beautifully written
up by Marcia Tackett.
Other good moments included
the additon to the Chronicle staff
ofseveral new members, including Jennifer Pauley and Nat
James, both of whom plan to
return next season.
all, the Short
And, best
History of English Literature
came to an end!!!
All in all, the summer of
1994 has to go on record as one
of the most exciting times to be
a journalist there has ever been
at SSU.
And I was there!
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Summer '94: A Chronological Review
We be~h• our review of the
big 1torie1 of the summer with
the i11ue of June the Something-or-Other.

Al the Spring Quarter drew
to a clo1e, the Chronicle interviewed Dr. Herb Rinehard on his
survey of the "Campu1 Mood."

Thi• wa1 a difficult 1tory to
write .for several rea10n1 but
mainly becau1e DO one OD the
entire campu1 1eemed to

Rinehard Surveys Campus Mood

know llow to 1pell "Rinehard."
Campus communiques and
press releases contained at
least four different spellings.

Believes drop in SSU enrollment may be due to lin1erini effects of contract ne1otiations

by Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Herbert Rinehard was on
campus May 18, 19, and 20 to
conduct a series of interviews relating to "campus mood."
"My purpose here at SSU is
two-fold," Rinehard told the
Chronicle. First, I'll conduct these
interviews on campus mood. My
purpose is to determine the general mood, the attitudes of the
people on campus. I'll try to come
up with some recommendations
about what can be done to improve things. Later, I'll be talking
with various groups about academic reorganization. And, if I
think something needs to be
changed, I'll be coming up with.
some recommendations about how
to change things."
,
Regarding the source of campus dissatisfaction, Rinehard said,
"It's my understanding that there
are a number of concerns about
the contract negotiations: hard
feelings, bitterness ...
People in any university setting often fail to consider what
There were several odd things
about the Rinehard story.
Many people were oppotled to
hi1cominghere at all Some memben of both faculty and adminiatration claimed Rinehard had eatablished a reputation as a
"hatchet man." Supposedly,
Rinehard wu a great believer in
reducing the size of staffs. This
idea became especially meaning-

effect these 'things can have on
peoplc ...notjust the people directly
involved in the negotiations but
everybody ...
"Presently SSU has a 9.3% drop
in enrollment. And that may be
largely due to the long period of
contract negotiations when there
was a constant threat of strike.
"It's often been said that in a
labor negotiation, Nobody wins.
You may win a bargaining session
or get the contract you want, but if
you run off lot of customers in
the process and lose a lot of income-well, you may win the battle
and lose the war.
"SSU is projecting a 5% decrease in enrollment for Fall Quarter and that may be another lingering effect of the prolonged
negotiations. ·
"We have to get things back on
track. We need to ensure that few
people, who are only looking out
for the!Sselves, don't get the
chance to take SSU off the track
again."
Reinhard told us that he didn't

a

a

know exactly how many students
would be among the interviewees.
I have a list of people here, but I
don't know whether they're students or instructors or administrators until I talk to them. The university originally wanted the
Student Senate to pick the students to be interviewed but I argued that the selection should be
made on a random basis and I ·
believe that's what the university
has done. I believe a random selection is the only way to get areal
cross-section of the campus population."
The Chronicle asked Dr.
Rinehard if there might be other
causes for the malaise that seems
to have ·gripped the SSU campus
at this time.
"I suspect the contract negotiations arc a major cause, but not
the only cause, of whatever difficulties I might discover on the .
campus at this time. I was President of three different colleges
and two of them went through the
transformation from college to uni-

ful in light of Dr. Veri't 1tatement1
that he felt there wu a peruptioa of
"administrative bloat" by ttudenu
and othen.
It wu a wonderful thing to see
faculty and administration banding
together apinst a common enemy.
Rinehard left and the namon began to circulate. Membenof administration and faculty alike complained bitterly that Rinehard had

vcrsity while I was president. · with no hidden agenda, no pet
Human beings don't like change. peeves. I just want to do any"What SSU is going through thing I can to help.
now-what you might call 'grow"I'm delighted to be here."
ing pains' -is 1_1ot unusual. In fact,
Meanwhile, various members
most of what I've heard so far of the faculty appear to be less
doesn't surprise me.
than delighted · with Dr.
"Wcall seem to recognize that Rinehard's presence.
change is difficult for older
Said one disgruntled faculty
people. Change is difficult_ for member who asked that his name
young people, too; but they don't not be used, "I can remember
like to admit it."
days when it was so hot in some
Rinehard .told us that he and of these buildings that people
Ver~ had known each other before . were actually getting sick from
Rinehard did his first consulting the heat. There wasn't any money
for SSU about two years ago. to turn on the air-conditioning.
"There are only about three thou- But there always seems to be
sand college presidents in the . money to hire outside consultcountry. So it's not unusual for ants."
any two college prtsidents to know
One member of the Shawnee
·each other. Especially if they're Educational Association stated
both with public institutions which that she had heard several comDr. Veri and I were. We had met plaints about Rinehart. "I believe
at several functions for college he came here with a purpose," she
presidents."
stated. "And I believe part of his
We asked Rinehard if his back- puropose is to try and make it look
ground with administration would as if the present administration's
make it difficult for him to be problems are all the fault of the
objective. "Oh, no. I come here SEA."

argued with them and told them
that their own opiniom were
wrong. "What kind of way to
conduct a 111rvey is that?" asked
one facalty member.
There WU a strong belief OD
campusthatwewouldsoonseea
major administrative "reorgathat would see m1111y
of the current administration
memben fired or returned to

faculty positions. Supposedly the
Provost's office would be eliminated and so would two of the
Deans.
The Chronicle immediately
requested that Veri release the
Rinehard 111rvey report. Veri felt
that any such relea1e should
come after the reorganization
plans would become complete
and all involved would be made

aware of their future at SSU.
As I write this, the administration hu announced that the latest
date scheduled for the reorganization meeting is September 12.
Veri hu still not released the
Rinehard survey report. We are
trying to get it for the first Bill
Holmes issue, the one you are reading now. It should make interesting reading.
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A• you can •ee from this picture snapped by Nat
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SSU professors compete. for pay raises
By .Jay Arr Henderson
UC Edjtor-in-Cbief
Due to the stipulations of recent

contracts. some membersofthe SSU
faculty are pl'CIClltly being consid-

eredfor promotion-rclatedpay raises
wbichtheyweredenicdcarlier. Dueto
salary caps which were in place in the
recent past, 10111C SSU members have
been promoted without receiving the
pay increase which has traditionally
accompanied such promotions at

Shawnee.
ThepresentcontractslateS, "Each
faailty menmer who is promoted in
academic l'8DC during the tenn «this
Agreement shall receive a salary in. crease in the following academic year
in the following amounts:

Professor 1800
Associate 900
Assistant 900
Some faculty members feel the
instructors promoted tarlier should
aukmaticallyrcceivethepayincn:ascs
set forth above.
However. due to stipu)ations in
the new agn,emeot. which went into
effect on April 1. 1994. only a limited
nwooer mfaculty members can be
promoted in any given year. The contract stat~ in Article #Vll. Section 2,
"In no year shall more than three full
professorships be awarded or more
than 10% of all full-service faailty
be advanced in academic
tam."

memrs...

position ofcompeting with each other
for "cruni>s from administration's
table.
Others point out that such limits
tion2oftheContract~which
are
in
place at maµy universiti~ and
now obtains, "Should such faculty
that
having
professors compete for
menmers rail to be awarded the salary
advancement
is an accepted practice
increase related to their~ promotion this determination shall not. atmostinstitutionsofhigher learning.
At present. four members have
except for compemation. affect the
farulty rank atready held by the fac- applied for the salary increase comulty member." This IIlC8I)S that those-- mensurate with promotion to full prowho were promoted tarlier are in no fesM)rship. and nine have applied for
danger mlosing their status, even if the smaller increase. The limit on full
profcuorships("lnnoyearshall more
they are denied a salary increase.
Other faculty meri>ers feel that than # full professorships be
the new limits on the nuni>er of pro- awarded... ") means that one of those
motiom available in any academic who awliedfor pay incicase must be
yearwill placefaalltymem>ers in the refused.

Mninislratioohasasmlallman- already been promoted. That's not he
same as getting a salary increase."
Aalording to Article XVII. Sec-

bers promoted while the salary caps
were in place to reapply. Ifapplicants
are bind worthy of promotion. they
will m:eivethesalaryincreaseswbich
the salary caps made impossa"ble mrlier.
ManyfaadtymembershaYebmd
this interpretation ofthe contract unsuitable. They feel that, since they
have already received promolioos, it
makes no sense to have to reapply.
Saidonefaailtymeni>er. "Thesepromotions were made while one oontraaand the salarycapswereinfon:e.
The contract we have now should not

apply. It tells us how many people can

be promoted. but these people have

ff

Local Singer has .song moving up
the charts

by .Jay Arr Henderson
UC Editor-in-Chief
Lucasville native Steve Free record for Fraternity Records of
and his Muddle Pudding Band con- Cincinnati. Their CD, "No Retinue their slow climb up the charts grets," was released nationally on
this week. Free wrote their single, January 17 and promoted heavily
"Theresa's Eyes," which is up to to every country radio station in
number 62, according to the May the United States, Puerto Rico and ·
21 issue of Cash Box Charts. The the Virgin Islands.
song was number 65 a week ago.
The band's second single will
Steve and the band are watching be released in the summer. It will
ea~e,rlJ'..,!~e if the song will con- ·be another Free-written tune,
tinue to rise.
"Siege at Lucasville." This song is
Steve and Muddle Pudding also from the "No Regrets" CD

and has had a great deal of •
local airplay.
While the band wait for the
release of the second single
·and watch the charts, they are
keeping busy with local gigs.Free will be a judge at the
Rumble '94 Battle of the Bands
to be held at SSU on May 28.
Free will also perform some
of his better-known songs.

-

Assistant of Academic Affairs leaves

Dr. Dan L. Evans, A••l•tant Vice-President of Academic Affairs, left SSU this summer for a position at
Wright State. Evan• was honored for bl• service to the
University. Eva•• was responsible either directly or
indirectly for moat of the grants that have been
awarded to SSU •
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Health Science Students L·o se 10 egree Opportunity

Attempt to Establish Bachelor of Applied Science in Heafth Man~1ement De1ree Abandoned
"Too costly!" says University · iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

by Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

The Chronicle was recently
contacted by a stu<lent who expressed dissatisfaction with SSU' s
recent abandonment of their attempt to create a Bachelor of Applied Science in Health Management degree. She felt SSU had
acted unethically in abandoning
the attempt to create such a degree. She stated that she had invested a great deal of time and

energy in taking class~s that
would lead to the proposed degree. She felt that that time had
been wasted. She stated that she
had spoken with several members of the campus community
and had been told that SSU could
have established the new degree
program but chose not to in order
to save money.
. The Chronicle contacted several members of the Allied Health
faculty who chose not to comment.

by ~•1 Arr Hender•on

uc P4itgr-in-Chie(

The hot, sweet sounds of mellow jazz wafted
through the first
floor hallsofMassie
as Logan Rollins
and Dave Holt made
instrumental magic
for the students and
instructors of BASICS. Holt created
exciting
soft,
rhythms on drums
while Rollins wove
exotic melodies -on
the saxophone. Between numbers, the
two gave short minilec •ures on a number of diverse musical topics.
Thetwojazzmen
.
were at BASICS as part of their
quest to ed11cate the general public
about jazz music. As part of this
educational effort, the Southern
Ohio Jazz Society (SOJS) has been
formed. Rollins is Director of the
Sc-;ietv while Holt, President of a
local Musician·'• Union. acts u
representative.
SOJS is a non-profit.organimtion and has been active for about
fourteen months. Their goal, ic-

The Chronicle then contacted Provost A.L. Addington for his comments.
Addington said, "We initially
proposed a Bachelor of Applied
S~ience in Health Management to
the Ohio Board ofRegents{OBR).
In their review of the proposal the
OBR staff said that we would need
two new faculty members and possibly three before they would give
further consideration to the proposal. We did ~ot have the funds

conli~gto Rollins, is to bring some
of the better jazz musicians into
Portsmouth and help the IIU be-

come aware ofjazz. Rollins is presently negotiating to bring Doc
Severinsen (formerly leader ofthe
Tonight Show band who now bas
his own group, 2.em>n) to Portsmouth for the opening ofthe·Cultural Arts Center.
'lbe group is working to create
other jazz~nted events u well.•
In the near futme, they hope to
sponsor several events in Traey
Park. Jake Flippen, music instruc-

tor at Morehead Uai\lenity, will

playjazz piano thereon August 7.
Proving that their musical interest
spans all styles and
gema, they are also
bringing in acts that
don 'tfit intothetradi, tionaljazz categories.
On August 14. music
with a more classical
flavor will be featured
and sometime after
that, Steve Free, i local musician whose
Theresa' 1
Eyes
climbed high on the
country charts. will
perform. On Septem•
ber 14, the Big Band
sound will come to
Portsmouth.
SaysRollins, ..This
area has always been
remote from the real jazz influences. We 're in the middle of a
number oflarge cities where great
jazz is readily available and we 're
hoping to drawfromall these other
areas." .
More detailed news on upcom- .
ing events will be featured in fu.
ture issues of the Chronicle.
Rollins played recordings of
some of his own original compositions for the listeners gathered

for that kind of faculty allocation
and looked for other alternatives.,.
"Dean Payne and Dean
Kadel met and agreed that we
cou.ld start a concentration in
Health Management within the
existing BS in Business A~ministration and could start the program with one new 'faculty· member. The concentration was then
approved by the ·necessary local
groups and since it is a concentrat!f3n r~ i.d:not require OBR approval.

in the BASICS classroom. Al other
times, drummer Holt encouraged
the audience to count beats with
him as the pair demonstrated the
differences between rhythms of
various styles of music.

One new faculty position was allocated from the supplemental funding and if that position can be
filled the concentration option will
begin this Fall quarter."
The stud~nt who had made the
original complaint commented,
..I've been · looking through the
cata]ogues of other schools and
I'm closer tQ a -Bachelor's .there,
than I am to a concenttation here.
I guess I can always switch
schools.··

Membenbip in the Southern
Ohio Jazz Society costs ten dollars. For this. you receive the
Society's newsletter and discounts
to various.events.
1be group is also selling pins

Throughout the morning. there for only one dollar each that
were many questions from the lis- ptoudlystatc JAZZ. Proceeds from
teners, showing that the interest in . sales go to benefit the Society. The
jazz is greata'lhaa might haw been - Jazz Society'1pbone numbcris 353anticipated.
. 6310.
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William Holme•

Eric Goodman

Not only wa• •trong relatlon•hlp• forged by us with our
RuHlan gua,:•, but the SSU group all become a-clo~ knit
family. Eaclr of u• added unique •kills and talents to the
group.
The personality tralt• of the group makes the memories all that fonder, whether It :was Dr. Mlrabello's love of
playlpg the "big •hot", Mlndee'• unpredictably, or Eric's
artiallc spirit.
We continue to meet here In the State• to talk of our
expertenc. . In Russia. At the same time across the globe
our Ru••ian friends meet to remember about the American
vlalton that stayed three month• In their country. In three
month• we created strong relationship• that will last a
lifetime.
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Pool closed due to high copper levels iiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:::.:;;;;:;==-~===-==-=====iiiiiiiiiii.

By Jar Arr Hender•on
UC Bditgr-iri~Chicf . ~. Certified Pool Operator. Ed Long,
On Tuesday, July 26, the Sports had been unable to remove.
Center StaffofSSU announced that
She tbld us that the decision to
the pool in the Natatorium would be close the pool had been made by

closed for reDOYations that would
include dec::king, locker room and
pump room upgrades. ·
According to administration·
members.
pool had originally
. been scheduled for a shutdown in
· August.
The Chronicle spoke with Melissa Spears~ the Health Department. She stated that the Health Department had m:eiwd a call after
SSU had discovered some difficulties with one of the pumps. There
was concern about the safety of the
water, she was told, due to a "greenish tint" in the water. Testing revealed unusually high levels ofcopper in the water. Spears stated that
the Health Department had not ordeftd the pool dosed, but that SSU
had taken thatactionon its own. She
stated that the Health Department
cannot close a pool unless ..It is not
possible to see the bottom or the
chemical balance isn,t right."
Spears stated that. to the best of
her knowledge, the pool was crystal
cle&r, the only unusual feature being
a green tim tothewaterwhich ssu•s

Vice President of Student Affairs
Paul Crabtree. In response to our
question~ Crabtree stated, "It was
mydecisiontodoso[closethepool].
The pool and supporting facilities
were already scheduled for a shut
down for major renovations and repair the middle of August. Even
though the pool water always
checked positive in all area~ I was
concerned about the greenish tint of
the water. Our pool consultant was
called in and he took a sample and
had it tested at a special lab to determine the content His report indicated that the levels of copper and
iron probably account for the green
color in the pool. His recommendation was1hatduringtheshutdown in
August that the pool be drained and
refilled with water that has a low
copper level. Rather than takeaDY,
chances with tbehealthandsafetyof
users, I decided to close the pool
immediately rather than wait until
August. I am clw:lcing with the
HealthDepartmenttosee ifthcreue
other steps I should be taking. "
Crabvce also said that, ..The

renovations, maintenance, and re-

painaswellasdraining.paintingand

refillingtbepoolwillbeamajorprqiect
inthis&cility. Theexpectationistbat
it will alke at least one and one--haJf
months. We hope to hm: tbe'facility
ready by the beginning mclasses this
Fall. Dave Gleason and Dan Young
will doewaythingpc&ible to 8000Dlplish this goal."

The infonnation recieved by The due to gieater body weight and volO,ronicle indicates that the leYels of ume, than do children.
c:opperandironinthewaterwerenct
AttemptstocontactDaveG~
high enough to be dan~rous under and Daw Creamer were unsuca:ssnormal cin:umsmas.
ful. _Dan Young told us that all inforSpears IOld us that the dfects m mation conoeming the reopening ex
high copper levels are similar to the the pool would be rwted through the
effects m high levels of lead in the office of Susan Wamw. Warsaw inbody. Shealso told us that adults have formed us that she had recieved no
a higher capacity tor toxic substance, infonnation on the subject.

Former SSU Construction Manager files law suit agai nst Un~versity
1

Throrou1hman char1es University with violation of First Admendment ri1hts

Thoroughman• s employment
was terminated ..arbitrarily" in
retaliation for his exercises in
his right to free speec:h. It also
alleges that, by terminating his
employment without a pre-termination hearing and a chance
to respond to any charges
against him, the defendants
denied him his opportunity for
"due process" as guaranteed
by the Fourteenth Amendment.
-:
The University will be rep-~,..,.,....,.,..,................,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,....,..,.,...."""""'.....,.,.,""""
resented in the suit by the Ohio
•i:• JI: : : .: : :;·:•:• Tbi.:~ ..~~:j: :!:i: :I:' ':':':,=':':·• Attorney General. The Univer1ity Chronicle contacted
UC Staff Repert
Veri and Gleason about the
On
July
I,
Tim suit. Veri told the Chronicle
Thoroughman, former con- for himself and on behalf of
struct"'nmanager, filed a com• Gleason, "Because the litigaplaint against Clive Veri and tion is in process, and because
numerous other individuals the University is being reprewho work at or are connected sented by the Ohio Office of
with SSU. Thoroughman was the Attorney General, l\either
laid off from SSU on January I, nor anyone else affiliated
8, 1993
.
with SSU, is able to comment
The suit specifically names about the case." ·
SSU President Clive Veri, Vice
On the evening of July 18,
President for Business Affairs The Chronf cle staff spoke with
David Creamer, University Thoroughman.
Planner David Gleason, DirecTh9roughman said he has
tor of Physical Plant Dan . been preparing th,e suit since
Young, and the nine members he left SS U. He took his case
of the Board of Trustees.
to a firm in Cincinnati because
The suit alleges that he felt that local lawyers would

fear pressing the suit. After a
ten-month investigation, his attorney in Cincinnati said
"We're going to war for you."
Most of the allegations in
Thoroughman's case s~e~
from wrongdoings, irregulari•
ties, improprieties, and noncompliance with the law in regard to the demolition of
LaVilla and various construction projects occurring on campus at the time.
On December -4, 1992,
Thoroughman told The
Chronicle there was a meeting
ofadministrators to dis~uss the
huge
budget
deficit.
Thoroughman says he asked if
the $1,970,000 reserve that had
been reported in June 30, 1991
year-end statement was gone.
He was told that the reserve
was well on itf way to being
depleted. (In actuality, the
fund held only about $532,000
at the time.) Thoroughman
relates that he remarked that
the public might be interested
to know how much was left in
the reserve fund. According
to Througbman, Very then gave
him an angry look. Only a
week later, on December 11,
Tim was notified that his job

was being eliminated. At that
time, he held the position of
Construction Manager and
SI 9tOOOtOOO in new construction had been planned.
Thoroughman says, "All I
wanted to do was finish my
contract. By that time, I could
have had another job. I felt
like I had enough information
and evidence to file a suit, and
after a ten month investigation, my attorneys made the
decision to proceed. I feel very
confident ..,
Thoroughman adds, HAs
Construction Manager at SSU,
in my day to day work I was
pointing out improprieties
through my chain of command.
I guess they didn't want to take
it to Clive."
He further states that he
made numerous efforts to expose these wrongdoings.
On
January
7,
Thoroughman met with Veri
and Board member Dick
Hyland, showing them evidence he had by photograph
and a list of expenditures and
fiscal waste that he was aware
of in that year. He requested
that the planned layoffs ofhimself, Brent Chamberlain and

Jeff Taylor be postponed to
the end of the fiscal year.
On
February
2-4,
Thoroughman was called to the
Ohio State Highway Patrol office. He claims. Veri had written a letter asking the Board of
Regents
to ' investigate
Thoroughman for potential improprieties regarding certain
statements he had made during
the meeting, in particular with
regard to extort~on. The investigator had Ohio's extortion laws laid out for him to
view, and asked him to explain
his side of the story. When
Thoroughman explained that
he was merely trying to provide information to Veri regarding the small savings that
would result from the three
layoffs, he was told that a report would be filed with the
Prosecutor• s office, but that
ihere would probably be no
further investigation into the
matter.
Thoroughman is currently
working on a construction site at
the University of Cincinnati as
his pending suit carries OIL
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University restores Reserve Fund ______________........__

Chair of_Board's Finance Committee credits 'new philosophy'

By WHltam C. Holmes

uc News Bditg[

·

The University Board of Trustees. at tbeir Augustmeeting.passed
unanimouslyabtwtgetingplanto00ntinuen:acquiringreserwstbrtheUniversity.Resenesare"...acaunu1ated
University resources within the educationa.l and geoeral fund that hlM
been ICt aside for a specific purpose
and are to be expended only for that

pwpoae and only when current-,ear
JeYmuesarenotsufficimttomcettbe
cxpcnditwa needs unless
otbenriaemthom.edbytheShawnee
State University Board cl Trustees."
Underabookk.eepingsystem ini•
tiated last year, the University bas
managed to accwnulate approximately $1.6 million in reaervefunding for this year. Trustee Thomas
fteynolds. ChairoftheFinanceand
Facilities Committee, stated, "This
newpbiloeophywillproyidetheorder)y establishment of reserves in
ooe fomlor anotber. primarily working capital."
Affected by declining enrollments and state budget cuts amountingto twelve peroent, the University
has experienced financial difficultiesforthelasttwoyeirs.Dcclining

enrollments have been a problem money towards their own needs. instate-wide.
stead of returning it back to the genAt the October 15, 1993 Board eralora:ntralfund,departmeotswill
meeting, Creamertoldthe University noc:feel the need to expend all of the
Community that SSU had approxi- fundswithintbeirbudget.
mately $12,000 in unrestricted
Individual departments have
ICMS.Dr.DaYidCreamer. V~Paai- managed to save nearly $1,172,482
dent of Business Affairs, hopes that in theirrespectivea000UDtsas ofthe
proceeding with the new systan will · end of the f1SC8l year (06/30/94).
oominue to build the reserve fund.
The University's unallocated fund
Oncadvantageofthe~isto balance or general reserve fund,
· allowdepartmmtstoka:pfimdsatthe which houses the n:mainder of the
end of year. This was done by cat- reserve is a $414,367.
Theunallocatedfundsismarked
egorizing accounts within the Rserve system. last October Ca:amer asa ,eneralfundofworking capital.
told The Chronicle that the Univer• The allocated funds, tuch depart·
sity was trying to mo,call possible memalcanyforwanl,arecarmarbd
accounts out ofthe unallocated fund foroertain purposes. These allocated
bal~. 1bis was done to get better 10001mts mcludc: building alteration
accountability from the dollar val- tfhis fund pJOYides for repairing,
ues. This, aocording to Creama-, replacing,andmodemizingUnivergives the manager of the division's sity buildings and attached equipbudget an incentive to save money ment, including(butnotlimited to)
10 funds can be allocated to other heating. '\atilating and air oondiprojects. Cramer staled, -You [usu- tioning; pbaoes; DdllOddng; plumbally] have to provide aome moliva- ing; carpeting; and electrical equiption to change behavior. It is not meat and installations) faculty staff
abuse, but individuals will often and staff development ["1bis fund
times do what is lllOSt COIM:llient encourages professional develop(which is not often cost effective]. ment of University employees"],
Also,sincethedepartmentscansave moveable equipment ['"This fund

provides for the replacement of
movable equipment necessary for
the operation of the University"],
program deYelopment tfhis fund
provides start-up money to assist in
the development ofnew educational
programming."), unemployment
compensation (as the Ohio Revised
Codc,Section4141.241 theUniversity ..is a reimbursable employer'"
and the Univenity is billed each
month for claims paid by the Ohio
Bureau of Employment Services].
site improvements ifhis fund providesforrq,airing,replacingand/or

flee. I've personally checked out a
number of classrooms on all three
floors, but we haven't had any luck
yet. "GrantsaidSeauityisal10consideringtbepossibilitythatthethief
may have stashed the snake &omewhere around the building until he
could take it out aafely.

Julia Basham relates that Jake
was getting too large to keep around
the house, anyway. and the SSU lab
seemed like an excellent home for
Jake;
He was a big attraction for the
many groups of young people who
- tour the-SSU labs each quarter. "A

departmental carry forward.
The plan has the following goals
foreachaccount:buildingalteration
r 5 percent of total investments in
buildings as reported on the most
recent annual financial statement. j,
faculty and staff development As
recommended by the President at
$25,000."], moveable equipment
rs%ofthetotalinvestmentinmovable equipment as reponed on the
most recent annual financial statement "]. program development r As
recommended by the President at
$.SO,OOO."],unemp)oyment00111pe11modemizingparkingl*lidewalks. sation ["1% of the total salary and
roads, and outdoor lighting, as well wages paid as reflected on the prior
as care of the grounds or other site year's W-2 reports."]. site improveimprowments."], legislativeor«her ments As recommended by the
reserve requirements ("'These funds President $75,000. "), legislative or
are reserved in accordance with any other reserve requirements r As relegislative or other legal mandate quired through legislative or other
governing unrestricted educational legal mandates."]. departmental
revenues."].
· funds (.. As accumulated by departAt the end of fiscal year 1993, ments through unspent budgetary
there was only $31,039 on hand in _ allocatioosordcdic:atedrevenues.i,
the unallocated J\lnd. The depart- and working capital r12.5%ofthe
ment carry forward was only educational and general (revenues)
$445,444. This was marked by a opetatingbudget(exdusiveoftrans$383,328increaseintheunallocated fers) reported on the most recent
fund and a $727,038 increase in the annual financial statement."].

r
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Jake the Python is stolen fron, third floor biology lab _ _ _ _ __
By ~•Y Arr Henderson
uc F4itgr-ip-Cbiof '

In thewakeofanescalatingcrimc
wave in which wallets, books and a
printer valued at $1500 have disappeared, one question reverberates
through tbehallsofMassie: Where's
Jake?
Jab, a five-football python. was
discovered to be missing from his
cage in Lab Room 305 of the Third
ftoot~Massie Hall on the morning
of August 18, a Thunday.The exact
time of the theft is unknown. Jake
was last seen at about 11am on
Wednesday. The door to the thirdfloor lab was seen to be open on
Wednesday afternoon and was
closed and locked by Carol Sexto~
Math and Natural Sciences Secre:tary, at about 5pm. The next morning. Sexton unlocked the door ofthe
lab. She was checking to see if-~
temperatwc of the room w,15 8QS'
higher than it had been the 4av 4)Cfore when the room's temperature
had plummeted to 58 degecs. She
noticed that the lid of the cage had
been removed and was lying on a
nearby table. Sexton contacted Jeff
Bauer, Professor of Geology, who
investigated the cage andfowld that
Jake was missing.
A pair of forceps was found in
the cage. They bad bent to a wider
degree than normal as if to

accomadate the five-inch wide body
of the snake.
Said one investigator, ..I hope
they weren't stupid enough to pick
him up with fon:eps. That could really hurt him."
11,e Chronicle was told that there
was noway Jake could have escaped
by himself. The lids were held down
by chains. Even if-the cage had been
una000Untably left unlidded, said
Julia Basham, Professor ofBiological Sciences, Jake would not have
escaped. Thetemperatwe in this lab
was so cold yesterday and today that
he would not have moved much.
Being a reptile, Jake takes his body
temperature from the surroundings
and in the cold temperaturesexperiencecl by the lab recently, would
have been practically inert SSU
Securftywascalled immediately and
security guard Greg Grant took the
call. Grantinvestigatedandlatertold
The Chronicle, "Those are brandnew locks up there and should be
very difficult to pick. We believe
Jake was stolen for one of two reasons. The first is, someone planned
to sell him in Columbus. The snake
was valued at approximately four
hwuired dollars. The second possi:-bility is, someone took it to play a
practical joke by putting it in one of
the classrooms or in someone's of-

lotofyoungkidshlMleamedabout

snakes, and gotten over their fear of
snakes, by meeting Jake here in the

lab," Julia Basham told us.
JenniferHatc:her,ofJungleJenn's
Family Pet Shop, donated a new ball
python named Patty. Hatcher was a
former student at SSU:
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He apparently walked right by a
number of expensive microscopes,
worth several hundred dollars each,
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from Bert's Pet Store in New Bos-ton. Said Michael, ..I brought him
down hen: because SSU wanted to
have something to show off in their
lab. They asked me if I would loan
them Jake and I said, 'Sure.• I came
to visit him occassionally."
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University grants first sabbatical leave to p~ofess,o r

Flavin plans to research topics in Native American Literature

By J enntfer Pauley
JJC Staff Writer

When an institution makes the
~nsitiop from community college
to university. many changes follow.
Shawnee State is no exception. In
comparisonto 19861 when Shawnee
Community Colle&e became Shawnee State University. enrollment has
increased and a wider variety of
courses and areas of study are cxfered. Now it seems as if Shawnee is
about to undergo another change:
granting sabbatical leaft to professors.
The sabbatical is a paid leave of
absence granted to a faculty member
for one. two. or three quarters. According to the faculty contract. -i'he
primarypmposeofpaid professional
leave [sabbatical] is faculty development: advancing the acedemic
competence offacuity members and
enhancing the ·oontribution to the.
university in teaching. scholarship.
and service."
In the spring of 1994, Dr. Jim
Flavin.Professor ofEnglish, became
the first SSU faculty member to be
granted a sabbatical, which he will
take in spring of 1995. During this
time, be plans to wort on three
projects which are all related to his
teaching. According to Flavin, one

project is- "to begin a fourth .
novel...about an institution like
Shawnee that goes through a transformation from a community 001lege to a university. and the kind of
turmoil that is created when that
happens."

nie

other two projects Flavin ,

hopes to work on during his sabbati-

cal involve Native American issues,
which are din=c:tly relevant to the

Native American Literature class be
teaches. One is "a research project
on the Native American trickster
figure, especially u it is used in
contemporary Native American fiction." Flavin hopes to show that the
trickster. it is used in 0 0 ~
rary Nathe American nCM:ls, "is a
figure that essentially continues the
war between the two cultures... in a
way that not only guarantees the
survival ofthe Native American culture. but ultimately guarantees that
the Native American culture will be
victorious."
· Flavin's other project concerns
19th century photography and how
it. "rather than reflects the reality fl
Native American lifestyles, creates
a reality that the white culture has

as

adopted.·

Flavin feels that the sabbatical

will definitely enhance his ability to
teach. Says Flavin, "If you teach
writing-fiction writing-and you are
not writing yourself. then I think you
are doing a tremendous disservice to
your students." He goes on to add,
-rile more intellectuaJly alive you
are in terms of your own research,
ultimately. the better your classes
have to be."
Although Flavin is excited about
beinggrantala paid sabbatical leave,
be also ffllli• the criticism that
often oomes with it ""The whole
issue that oomes up with the •bbatical is: Does it reflect a legitimate
institutional investment? In my
mind. the answer is a resounding
yes. Shawnee State is a university
now, and one of the things that
they ought to expect out of the
faculty is that they behave like a
university faculty. One ofthe things
that this entails is an ongoing,
ftC'Ver~ding committment to be-ing students ourselves...
Flavin adds that, for him, the
sabbatical is "not simply a time .of
disappearing. going into hibernation, and turning your mind off,
but it•s rather going back to those
things that brought you into the
profession in the first place."

Flavin stresses that independent research and reading is limited. if not impossible, for professors during the school year. For
this reason, he feels that more faculty members will begin to request
paid sabbatical leave.
Flavin comments on the pos•
sible negative and positive effects
of this. "'The only loss that I can
see is that it takes an individual
faculty member out of the classroom for a quarter or two quarters.
Those oounes have obviously got to
be covered by someone else." Flavin goes on to add, however. that
"the gains of a responsible sabbatical are tremendous." Says Flayin,
"Would you rather ha\le a faaJlty
sitting around drawing a paycheck,
going home, and doing the same
thing over and over. or a faculty that
attempts to stay abreast of what's
going on in the field ... and brings the
results back into what goes on in the
cJassroomr
'Even though Flavin says that the
sabbatical "forces meto make a oontract with the institution that says I
will commit myself to do research
which enhances my teaching," he
admits that it could easily be abused.
Flavin claims that "It's totally pos-

sible. · theoretically, for a faculty
member to take a sabbatical leave
and do absolutely nothing. Because
who is there on a day to day basis to
see what is going
He adds,
howewr, that "in a responsible faculty, it wouldn't happen twice. 11
Flavin mentions that, in the future, he would like to see the process
of obtaining a-sabbatical slightly
changed. Currently, proposals are
sent to the chair of the department.
FR>m here, they arc passed to the
dean ofthe department, the Pmwst,
and the President. Finally, proposals are sent to the Board oITrustees.
Eventually, Flavin would like to see
the faculty involved in this proc:ea.
SaysFlavin,"The faculty, more than
anyone else, could loot at what you
are proposing and rate its signifi- •
canceto the curriculum ua whole...
SinceFlavin isthefintat Shawnee State to be granted a paid sabbatical leave. he definitely feels
the pressure to handle it responsibly. "If I go out and take a tenweek vacation, it's going be
hardpressed for the next person to
come waltzing through and try to
get one." he says.
He adds, "I plan to make it
work."

onr
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. SSU President Clive Veri and Professor Tlam, visiting lecturer from China, s!gn parers in the
President's Conference Room bef"ore the beginning oC-Dr. Tlam's lecture on "Recen DeveloP,ment
of the Chinese Market Economy." The sun, renected In the windows of the Allied Health building.
creates an interesting backdrop for this photo.
·
·
·
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Photo by Jay Arr Hender•on
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Celeron continued from page 2

plex. Chrijlnan stated. -rhere are
only a few people that need to be
accommodated clwing the next few
weeks so this is not a problem."
·The Board of Trustees, at their
August 12 public meeting, approved
a resolution to continue the residence fee and schedule for Celeron
Square used by the previous owner.
However, thisfeeschedulewillprobably be superseded by a new one in
less than a year.
Thomas Reynolds, Chair of the
Board'sFinanceandFacilitiesCommittee, stated, "Wedesperatelyneed
tomakenotia:ablemiovationsnow.
We have established a fee for the
students to accept or reject"
Theannualfee, whichc:oversthe

be two thousand dollars.
Quarterly or monthly payments
will beslightlymoreexpensiw:. The
quarterly fee will be $716.67 for a
total of Sl, 150. The monthly plan
will cost $255.56 per month or
$2,300 in total. The University a1so
off'crs a Summer Quarter lease for

· $800.
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AccordingtotheResolution, the
student fees will be used " ... solely
for the purpose of meeting the operating costs and debt obligations of
the Student Housing system."
JaaiuelineMailletwasappointed
Coordinator of Housing and R.esidence Life. Maillet was an adjunct
faculty member of English at SSU.
She has been with the Univ~rsity
since September of 1993.
Mailletstated, "Thingsaremoving along as quickly as possible.
Eveeyone is really giving 100% to
this project."
She added, "We tried to foresee
anyproblemswccould. However, if
any do arise we will take care of
them immediately."

dents' needs. She seated. ..Housing
is a big step in the growth rl the
University. The rules put in place is
tomakethedmmQOllduciveforstudy
and the life of the student."
• Thepoliciesandprocalwa for
the dormitotywas put to,ctbcraftcr
a review cf other llllMl'lities policies.Mailletscatcdtbatadorma,un-
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1el will be created to help wort on
policies to help students.
Cunmly the position cl the~
male Resident Assistam is wcant.
J.R. Riffe is cumuly the male RA
TheUni:wrsi1ybasbeentryingto
acquire the 16 privately-owned,
townhouse ltylc apartments from
FlaphipPropertiessince 1989. Due

tolcgaldifficultiesandtheunwillingDS mthe owner to sell, the University basonlynowbeen able to sign an
agreement with the owner Paul
Gokl,erg.
'lbeUniwnityisbuyingC'aeron
Square iJr 1.26 million and will also
add staff' and renoYBIC the Clll1'alt facilities. TbeUni:wrsi1ywill incu.rbe-

tween l.88and l.96millionindebtfor

thepwchaserltheunits. Inthe middle
cfJuly.boththeBoanlcfirmteesand
theOhioBoardof~entsapproved
a bond measure to allow SSU the
capitaltomakethepwcbase.
The Caq,us Ministly sponsored
a ad out for the new residents m
Celcronon Sunday. Septaooer 18.
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tivities Center. The link was completcd last Wiota Quarter, but the

dedication was delayed.
The link itself includes a specially designed dance studio. four
classrooms, and a new fitness center. To complete the facility,
$170,000 in new equipment was

added.
The Center will be used by over
600 students, enrolled in physical

educationclasses. thisFallQuartcr.
according to Provost AL Addington. Addington stated that this center would be an important facility as
SSU expands its programs in sports
studies. Currently, SSU has a
Bacbdor'sDegreeioSportsStudics
being reviewed by the Ohio Board
rlllegents.

}kfI''

SSUPresidentDr. Clive C. Veri,
lookingatthemetalskeletonoftbe
new Center for the Arts, stated,
"SSU is literally changing the lkyline ofPortsmouth. This will motivate students to come to SSU.,.
Rhodes was also honored by
·tong-time friend Ohio Speaker
Vern Riffe. Riffe credited Rhodes
with the initiatives that added 8
new univenities, 60 branches, and
80 technical or community colleges, to Ohio. Riffe noted that
initiative to make SSU a state university started with Rhodes. He
stated, '"There• s one education
governor and that is James A.
Rhodes. Others wanted to be education governor."
. .
.

versity, "This university would not ',.
be here if it was not for James A.
Rhodes."
Rhodes, from Jackson County,
served as a four-term governor of
Ohio starting in 1962, the longest
term of a governor in Ohio History.
Rhodes also served twice as JRsidcntof the Amateur Athletic Union.
and wasafounderofthe Pan-American Games. He also was part of the
U.S. Olympic Committee and represented the United States in the 1948
OlympicGamesinLoadon.Englaod
He is.the father of three daugh-

ters: SummeMoorc, Saundra Jacob.
and Sharon Markham. Rhodes also

has nine grandchildralaodone great
grandson. His spouse Helen died in
1987.
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If this sounds Ilka you, don't Ignore It.
Seeking help on
National Depression
Screening DaY- could
change your Itta.
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An outreach event during
Mental Illn~ Awarene$ Week.
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If you have several of the symptoms
on this list for two weeks or more,
you could have clinical depression.
It's a medical illness that can be .
effectively treated in four out of
five people who seek help.

On Thursday, October 6, 1994,
depression screenings by
mental health professionals will
be available free of charge in
communities across the country.
For Depression Screening
locations in your area, ·
call us at 1-800-262-4444
(after September 1).

Establishing of Football Program at SSU studied

(NewsRelea.v)TheAthleticand the effects football would have
Faculty: Dr. Robert A.
Intramunil Committ~ 'of the Uni- on overall student enrollmentand · ··U•son;· Dr. Jeff Bauer, Robin
versity Senate has established a gender equity in athletics, and Hagen-Smith, Catherine Perry;
Bl•e Ribbon Committee to ex- the possible location of home
Students: Polly Workman,
amine the feasibility and desir- games.
Jenny Wessel. Tim Maxey;
ability of adding intercollegiate
The committee will hold an
Administrators: Patricia
football at Shawnee State.
organizational meeting in Sep- Moore, Suzanne Shelpman;
Among the issue that the com- . tember and open hearings iµ OcStat!': Elsie Shabazz;
Coach: Roger Merb;
mittee is charged to investigate tober and November. I twill make
Community: Dan DeSantis,
are the financial costs and ached- a final report to the Athletic and
uling possibilities of a football Intramural Committee by the end Andy Glockmer,
program at either the NAIA or of the fall quarter.
Ex-officio:RalphApplegate.
The Blue Ribbon Commit- Jun Armen. Dr. Paul Crabtree, Dr.
NCAA Division level.
David Cmuncr.
In addition, they will study tee includes:

BusinessAlumni hold "Welcome"Week __

· (N.,.RMMI#) ThcCOBBusiness Alumlli is sponsoring a "Weicome" Week again this year, the
first week of classes. They are offering assistance to students to their
c ~ advising, and providing
rcfieshment. They will set up each
morning about 7:30 and wolkjust
past 6 p.m. ., that both clay and

evening students will be &erd.
Alumni did this last year. A hot cup
rA coffee. a smile and a handshake
are very much appreciated by the
students and faculty. It also helps
introduce the dam 'soQ'ice to those
students actually in need of his
help,ratberthanthoecjustlostand
looking for a room.

By Wllllalll C. Holmee

tee,lblledthata1QDSlsbeknewclidlllt as-bemuldhlnec6Rdmmeycu
baYctbe--10an..___..tbe___...._
cltbePff:sidem'sN~Pund,
l:r'ua-eu
&&-..,_,._.,
8Dml 0ticmlill), She llabl, ..I wondc:r
Thomas~ Chair<ftbe Ftoow&irweare."Shesaidtbattbefeewas nan:ie and Fml A.flims Commilee.
moreclabmdmtothoaewhopaytbeir staed that be tit that the gracblom
awnblition.
ceteman,. was a pactical mwniy
S&JP!esidemCIMC Vi ·stated wboee 00615 CXJUld not be RdJ0Cd very

Inaddition.thisyartbeAlumlli
will be selling their T-shirts at SI.
They really need help in marketing
these, so if you (or anyone you
know) would be interested-send

them over1

We are proud of the COB
Alumni. and want others to know
the fine job they ue doing.

Graduation fees increased to cover costs of Commencement

uc 'NC!M: P4itm
'we-

uum•-.1

the g,act,ID'P i:e mm b1J 10 :&fly
mllals. Tberequesttoincaaetbefee
was made after Dr. David Creamer,
Vice-Praidcm cl Businas Affilirs,
disaM:ral that the fee was not aJYer-

aa-,1

bardshipC:.. such

that, ina special 11
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Restructuring continued from page I_____

enoes will remain under Dr. Dennis
Travis. llleoaly changes planned in
· the structure of the College of Arts
and Sciences was the combining of
the College with the Center of
Teacher Education.
The plan was expectecl to save
theUniversityS146,000. TheretentionoftheDcanforTcachcr.Education will reduce the monewy savingssligbtly. Veritold7J,eChronic/e
that he expectecl "increased efficiency and effectiveness, reduced
bun:aucracy, cb.ermalized. decision
making, and lowered COIU..." from
the program.
Members of the administmtion
who are scheduled to lose their jobs
next July will become members of
the SSU's full-time faculty for one
year. After the first year they may
remain. TheSEA-Univcrsity Agrccment must be altered to allow this to

to changes in licensing. SSU would
lose its certification and :Education
Center if the «kan position wasterminated.
Dr.JessicaJahnke,cummtDean
of Center for Teacher Education,
told The Chronicle, "Under the proposedstandardsthereisanewdassificationoflicensureprograms. The
classification includes early childhoodliceosure;adolescentlioemwe;
etc. ThecurrentElementaryF.ducation certification program will no
longer exilt and, in fact, Fall, 1997
will be the last quarter to accept
students into Elementary Motion.
This means that between now and
Fall Quarter 1997 programs must be
developed andapproved intcmally
and by the State Department [of
Education], and ready for implementationorthercwill benoeducation programs to offer at SSU."

Sta~-::r~~~ci.~

Veri told The Chronicle, "The
faculty's agreement. with which I
agreed, was that SSU needed a fulltime administrator with a .proven
track reconlto meet SDE's certification requirements as well as
gree requiRments of the Board of
· Regents. With the Education
Faculty's commitment to assist the
Dean in redesigning our programs
by July 1996, the Board's committees approved the delay of the n:organizingEducationfromcenterstatus to department status until 1996."
Ifthe full Board votes to approve
the changes at its October meeting,
the changes will take affect on July
1995. The only exception would be
the Center for Teacher Education.
The restructuring changes were
basedontheiq,ortfromtheconsulting group, Reinhard Educational
Servicesofra1Jabassce '"lorida. This
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dean from the Center fCJr Teacher
F.ducation undl July 1996.
Dr. Dawna Lisa BuchananBerripn, Anistant Professor of
Educali°' stated that the loss oftbe
dean would disrupt the progras that
theCcntcrbasmadeinitsexistence.
She stated that teemtly the departmeat went through a reorganization
of their own to meet certification
requirements;· mw they are asked
againtoreorganizeandtotCartover.
Martha Sherman added that the
Center needs the leadership of the
dean during these changes. It ii part
of the position's rapc_,nstbillty to
maintain awareness of the changes
in requiremems. She feared that, due

faculty allC>wiceda concern for the

politioll.Onellltedtbatitmayprove
barclcrto go to professional conferences, which the dean, without a
teaching llJad, isable to more readily
attend. They &tatai that aueudana:
at these confcrcn0es would be neeessary to assure that the programs
were matcbi•g the State and federal
nonns.
Shermanstatal"Wearenouayingthatanextremelycapablechair
00Uld not do the work." However,
she added that the work that will be
entailed inworldngonnewpmgrams
and keeping the current programs
compditive would be difficult to
maintain with a teaching schedule.

printed in Tlte Chronicle in the followillg~)Rciabardatatalintheiq,orUblt
the Center must be combined. He
reported, "Those individuals in the
Center for Teacher Education giye
many reasons for retaining a dean
forthatunitand,andwbilethewriter
understands their coocems and re-

spectstheirproi:ssionalintaatsand
pressures, he cannot qree that a
new structure will delete prospects
for their fu~. AIID, it becomes
almost impossible to defend a full.
time academic dean for a unit with•
complement of only eight full-time
faculty members."
See Reetructurlng page l4'

D

Memorial
Scholarship

D

A 1cholarsh!p has been eatabllshed
at Sglnaw Valley State Univeralty
in honor of Nan Yun'• huaband,.

Sui--koo, who ~ssed away re-

cently.
Donations to this fund. should be
sent to:
SVSU Foundatlon
Dr. Suk-koo Yun Memorial Scholarship~
Saginaw State U11.lver1ltv
Univer1lty Center, Ml 4860.+
Attn: DJ.". iA:l Bude~
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V,

John Simon Farm
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Sept. 30th , Oct. 1st and 2nd

See Simon's Museum
POnd Creek, Ohio
•

iNear Portsmouth, Ohio in Scioto County
.
'
Route 73 • 2 Miles Past Elks ~ounty Club • Turn Left on Pond Creek Road
One Mile Up Pond Creek• Near Taylor Lumber (Bring Lawn Chairs)

Watch for Signs • (614) 259-6337

News
Restructuring
continued from
page 23
The :reports stated. "In essence,
thevastmajorityofthoscintemewed
and in the group discussions agree
strongly that the Division of Academic Affairs must be restructured
and reduc::cd in terms of the number
ofpersonnel, especially at the higher
level, while they also agree that the
Division needs greater leadership,
decision-making. and vision. There
are many within the institution who .
feel that changes in the Division of
AcademicAffairs willitselfimpmve
on-campus morale."
.
The :report itself recommended
the following concerning the restructuring: Kit is recommended that the
OfficeofthePnM>st/Vi~President
for Academic Affairs be restructured
to delete the positions Associate
Provost and Assistant Vice-President In essence. it is recommended
that the Division of Academic Affairs (one person, dual title, as the
numbertwoadministratorincharge
of the Unnersig) and that the current four colleges and center be reducecl to two colleges with current
me academic deans reduced academic deans. one each for the College of Arts and Sciences and the
College ofProfessional Studies [Allied Health and Engineering Technologies)."
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Dio and Atomic Opera to perform at Bogart's

(P,w6 ~ ) After three album Strange Highways; reyears of silence, on~eavy leased in Europe in October, and
Metal's premier bands bu re- set for an American release in
formed. Coming off the recent January.
Black Sabbath Dehumanizer rc1be product oftwo and a half
uoioo album and tour. vocalist months of rccordiDg at Rumbo
Ronnie James Dio and drummer Studios in Los Angeles, Strange
Vinny Appice ba\le tamed up Highway• is a broad and vicious
again and reunited Dio (Ronnie compilation ·ofsongs that reflect
and Vinny met in '10, wbilemem- the desperation of surviving in
ben of Black Sabbath and were tbe world today. With titles such
founders of the original DI0). as •Give Her the Gun.. ,
Having created albums such as "Evilution", "Jesus, Mary and
· Holy Dlwr ('83-Platinum), The the Holy Ghost" and the title
last in Line ('84- Platinum), and track ..Strange Highways", the
sacred Heart CI~), DI0 bas added new 010 is more modem than
guitarplayerTracyG. (WortdWar the put, and heavier than ever
III) and bassist Jeff Pilson befo~.
{Dokken) to Rl00ld their newest
'--rhere's definite theme in

iiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.i

StrangeHighwQY6". saysVOQJ- Dio's deepest feelings.
· TheStrangeHlghways'Toor
ist Ronnie.James Dio...lt'sa wry
Each member of Dio cootrib- kicked off on November 4 in
angry album. My anger. 1bis al- · utedtotbccreationofthealbum's Athens Greece, and made stops
bum is written for young ~pie songs. "Basically, wewouldstart throughout Spain, Germany,
who aR seeing the world getting jamming and maybe Tracy would Austria, Holland, Switzerland
worse and worse. 1be theme is come up with a riff, or someone and England. DIO has been re'Let's all stick together and per- else would have and idea, and we ceiving rave reviews on their
haps we can all rise. above the would see when: it would go," European tour with Kerrang lacraziness....
says bassist Jeff Pilson. "Pretty beling Strange Highways as
Produced by Mike Fraser soon the song would be struc- "the best doom money can
(Coverdale/Page,ctc.), Strange turecl and Ronnie would take it · buy," and Metal CD comparHigbwayswasmadcwithtbemul- home. He's come back the next ing Ronnie •s vocals to a "force
titude of 010 fans in mind. But day with a verse or chorus writ- nine gale." The Strange Highbe forewarned, this is definitely ten and we woold play off that." ways tour continued. starting
not the sameDI0. Strange High'-ibis is really a good band," with dates throughout South
wa,-takesyoaoo.arollercoaster adds dru~r Vinny Appice. -~rica in March '94., and will ,
ride of emotions as you twist "'Itbadanincrediblevibe. 'These reach the United States
and tum through vocals thatex- guys are great to play with so it soon ... andBogart's Thura,4&y,
September 22.
plore some of Ronnie James made everything easier."

/f/JJ!PJ!eJ!J!J BOGART'S
EVENT

DATE

'

DOORS

TICKl:TS

THU-SEP 22

DIO W/ATOMIC OPEFtA

7:00PM

FRI-SEP 23

RUMBLE SEMI FINAL

7:30PM

$6.50·

SAT-SEP 24 .

LOS LOBOS ,W/PETE DFIOGE

7:30PM

SI 3. 7!S/f !S .00

SUN-SEP 25

BARENAKED LADIES

7:00PM

$8.75110.00

MON-SEP 26

DAVE EDMUNDS W/CAFINIVAI.. STRIPPERS

7:00PM

S9.00IT 1 .oo

TUE-SEP 27

PRONG w/CLUTCH

7:00PM

$8.7!5/10.00

WED-SEP 28

ENTOMBED W/PUNG.ENT STENCH

7:00PM

S7 .00/8.50

FRI-SEP 30

MC 900 FT•JESUS a CONSOLIDATED

7:30PM

$10.00

SAT-OCT J

RUMBLE • FINAL ROUND

7:30PM

$6.50•

HOOTIE a THE BLOWFISH W/Dlt..t..ON FENCE

7:30PM

$8.00/10.00

SAT.OCT 8

AQUARIUM RESCUE UNIT

7:30PM

$7 .00/8.50

WED-OCT 12

L-7 W/MELVINS a WOOL - ON SAI..E 9/1 !!5/94

7:00PM

$14.00

THU.OCT 13

DEEE-LITE

7:00PM

$1 3. 75/ 1 !5.00

FRI-OCT 14

REVEREND HORTON HEAT wrrENDERt..orN
& SOUTHERN CULTURE ON THE SKIDS

7:30PM

$10.00

SAT-OCT 15

THE SAMPLES

7:30PM

S10.00/12.00

SUN-OCT 16

HOLE W/MADDER ROSE

7:00PM

$10.00

THU-OCT 20

OFFSPRING

7:00PM

$10.00

FRl•NOV 4

THE BACK DOORS

7:30PM '

$8.75110.00

SAT-NOV 5

THE BACK DOORS

7:30PM '

$8.75110,00

. Fllt-OCT 7 -

TIC:lcinw:

a

DRowN

BOGART'S, TICKETMASTER • 74~949 (OIi LOCAL T M ~ - 24-HOUR EYIENTI.INE:

513-281-8400

· $1 3 . 7!1111-!S.OO

- · NU ...
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rtne'~:Enterf:ai t1rn~n~/g~!itt:>pirt<J{!:li:!i!l
>Writertretu:rns to.>vis:i tNew'sIRo:om/!lf

!> ;: i Eo

1

•.

·•:: -·-·

62. Clolh

6-t,

(abbr.)

'5, Look

6'.-..,..

:·-:-

67.

l!:!~ t:

DOWN

/, ~:::;:,:,

1, Frfablful sound
2, Half circle
3. A parllcular
4. Grape drink
5. Reprdina (Arci.k)

7; Coaeluuon

I, Clarlnel m011lhpiel:e

9.

(p.l,)

10. Soaks flu
11. Dlaed
16.Greaawumdl
18, IJ,ed witll lll'l'OW

\;
! !: 1 : : : !

20.N~forbreatMas

'("Ji

22. Sill IIHI to

23. Dri•e away
l5.
foot
27.Waaderer
21. Cnft
38. VlctodCNU
32.hel
36. ProbllNI

::::::-:-:-:,::::::
:::::::········
.:::·:···

:\(){f

I~I?/::
}\:?/\:

\t:-:•'.-:-:-:···-·.·-:···

31: Step

,n. Need

2'.IJ. . . . .11

ACROSS

31. Scrap ol dolll
l3. Beetle

I. Wicked
4,
bllnll

M. <her
35, Bone

9.Aae

12. Iron
13.Laddqseme
M, Allow
lf, Splllen of

2l.

37. Verb

•.s,......_
G.P......

3'. New Eqlud Ible

...meat

44.A49IIUIII

46. Wlata' •eldcli:

Period

41. Neither

22. Dry
24. Polnl

55.

. 26. Leh

Vldcol are available for students in the game room of the
University Center
Rental Rules are as follows,
l. Videos are available to
· any SSU student with a valid
I.D. NO :EXCEPTIONS!!!
I.D.s will be held until the videos have been returned and
checked.
2. There is a $10 charge
for any l01t, 1tolen, or damaged videos.
3. All videos must be returned in two days to the game
room.
4. Only two videos per
student a night.
5. Any videos rented on
Frillay do not have to be returned until Monday.
6. If you return a video
and the game room is closed,
return the video to the Student Activities Office (Fred
Chrisman's Office).
Video L11t
#001 101 Dalmatians G
#002 Aladdin G

#003 Fantasia G
#004 Fem Gully G
#005 The Great Mouse Detective G
#006 Homeward Bound G
#007 Little Nemo G
#008 Rock A Doodle G
#009 Treasure ofthe Lamp
(Duck Tails) G
#010 Boomerang R
#011 Captain Ron PG-13
#012 Distinguished Gentleman R
#013 Doc Hollywood PG
#014 Don't Tell Mom the
Baby-sitter is Dead PG-13
#015 Father of the Bride
PG
#016 Fraternity Vacation
R
#017 Ground Hog Day
PG
#018 Gung Ho PG-13
#019 He Said, She Said
PG-13
#020 Honey, I Shrunk the
Kids PG .
#021 Kuffs PG-13
#022 The Man with One red

Shoe PG
#023 Naked0un2 1/'.2 PG13
#024 Only the Lonely PG13
#025 Other People's Money
R
#026 Pure Luck PG
#027 Secret Admirer PG
#028 Stopl OrMyMomwill
Shoot PG-13
#029 Wayne's World PG-13
#030 What about BOB? PG
#031 Billy Bathgate R
#032 Boiling Point R
#033 Boyz 'N the Hood R
#034 Bugsy R
#035 Double Impact R
#036 FX2 PG-13
#037 Hook PG
#038 Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade PG-13
#039 The Last Boy Scout R
#040 Lethal Weapon 3 R
#041 The Mechanic PG
#042 Navy S.B.A.L.S. R
#043 The Package ·R
#044 Passenger 57 R
#045 Rockateer PG

43. Reeehed
<ti.Or

"· . ..,.
4'. F... ear drfftr
5l.FeMMI
54.

55,

56. NeptlYe vote
57.Topforboale

St.s.........

61.WDCNlell.0
6.1. Neaatm wctrd

Dos or cat

61, Araell

#046 The Rookie R
#04 7 Sneakers PG-13
#048 Sniper R
#049 Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles 3 PG
#050 Thelma & Louise R
#051 To Live and Die in
L.A. R
#052 Top Gun PG
#05 3 Universal Soldier R
#054 White Water Summer

#071 Fisher King R
#072 Grand Canyon R
#073 The Hand the Rocks
theCradle R
#074 Honeymoon in Vegas
PG-13
#075 Howards End PG
#076 J.F.K. R
#077 A.LeagueofTbeir Own
PG

PG

#05 5 Dracula R
#056 Freddy's Dead R
#05 7 The Hitcher R
#058 Witchboard R
#059 Alive R
#060 Awakenings PG-13
#061 Body of Evidence R
#062 Cape Fear R
#063 CityofJoy PG-13
#064 Classaction R
#065 Consenting Adults R
#066 The Crying Game R
#067 B.T. PG
#068 FatManandLittlcBoy
PG-13
#069 A Few Good Men R
#070 Fire in the Sky PG-13

13
R
R

-#078. Mortal Thoughts R
#079 One Good Cop R.
#080 Patriot Game R
#081 Presumed Innocent R
#082 Regarding ~enry PG#084 Scent of A Woman R
#085 Silence of the Lambs
#086 -Single White Female

#087 Star Trek 6 PG
#088 St. Elmo's Fire R
#089 Truth or Dare (Madonna) R
#090 Unforgiven R
#091 Unlawful Entry R
#092 White Knights PG-
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Henderson's view continued from page 9 ____________

(studental?) ones, that still left
our stories slightly weighted toward administration. But that
seemed reasonable to me. Overall, I thought the stories we produced over the last six or seven
months did a good job of getting
to the heart of the problem without being incredibly repetitive
as one administrator after another
paraded across ihe pages. It also
seemed the stories were livelier
and showed the problem or event
more clearly. I think a lot of
people agreed with me on this.
Actually, we would probably
have had more quotes from administration, but there are several figures in administration
who practically neveranswer my
E-mails. I don't believe the lack
of quotes from these individuals
has ever harmed a single story.
But the most important single
area to work on. I felt, was in the
area of dependability and punctuality. I knew that The Chronicle
had been perceived as unprofessional for a few years. We had
never cared much about getting
the paper out on time. We had
always left everything to the last
miaute and created the paper in
one long marathon aession which
could, on occasion, run two solid
day1 or more. I knew there had to
be a way to get the paper out
every Tuesday, without fail, and
not have all the last-minute patch
jobs that always ruined the look
of the paper. I decided that I
would do a little bit of the layout
each day and do the final pages
vn Monday afternoon instead of

someone's having a three-day
sale, they want the paper with
their .ad to come out before the
sale starts. If the beginning date
of the sale coincides with the
paper's publication date, the paper must come 01:1t on time or the
whole effect of the ad is lost. If a
paper can't be expected to come
out on a certain date, it is never
going to have much advertising
revenue.
We did fairly well in this regard: Only one issue was actually late, and that couldn ;t be
helped. And we published more
issues than The Chronicle is actually set for.
I also hoped that the new publishing routine, by shifting the
workto thedaylighthours, would
make it possible for more people
to become a part of the process
of actually creating the paper.
When we stayed up all night to
put the paper together. many
people who had jobs to go to the
next day simply couldo 't stay that
late. Infact,severalofthepeople
who have been a part of the pa•
per were still living ~th their
parents and weren't allowed to
stay out late.
As for me, I live with my wife
and I'm not allowed out late, either.
By getting more people invalved with the production end
of things, I hoped to make The
Chronicle what I always felt it
could be: a very valuable educational tool.
Of course, since we are the
,
oaly source of journalism teach-

experience in computer layout.
Tbereareahundredotheruses Chronicle this quarter. Bill is a
And that's something The for the knowledge we impart, capable editor. He's already had
Chronicle does for every issue. from printing your own fanzine several people sign on and it looks
We design pages and ads, choose to starting your own advertising like he'll have lots of help.
graphics, size photos, place the agency to designing posters and
When I decided that I wanted to
text on the page and do several CD covers for local rock groups make The Chronic/ea betterteachother things which an employee te printing your own community ing and learning opportunity, I was
at a large firm must be able to do newsletter to...
laboring under the assumption that
ifhe wants to be part of the team
Well, you get the idea.
there would~ someone to teach.
which creates the brochures, ads
The Chronicle has never been This summer, ine Chronic/eoffia;s
and catalogues which the firm quite the teaching tool it might were empty most of the time.
uses to sell its products.
have been. I was hoping to change
Ev12iinsummer, weusuallyha\'e
Anyone starting their own that.
a few students who come in to claim
business knows the value of pubI'm hoping new editor Bill theirfifleenminutesoff.amebyseeing
licity. The ability to sit down at a Holmes will continue to main• their byline in the papereveiy wedc.
computer and design and print tain our progress toward this . Jay Arr Henderson is a UC Co/ads and handbills is invaluable goal. I believe he will.
umnistandf~rEdltor. Good luck
to the small businessman.
Things look very good for The withyourendeavorsMr. Henderson!
~==--.....,....,.._.,.._.,..._....,..,...,,.,.,..____,.....,.,...,......,...,..,..,.,..,.,_...,....,--------..,.._---..,.._,.,._,,.,.,._...,,..,.....,,.,..,,.,....,,-..,..,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,,,...,..,.,,.,.,.,,..,
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1

!bi!lj=felivered fourteen hon-

dred new papers," rd tell_them.
"Didn't you see them in the racks
as you came in?"
People continued to bring in
stories at eleven o'clock Monday night and, occasio~I. the
paper would be held up several
hours waiting for one story.
I had ~other reason for want.:
ing to put the paper on a regular
basis. I had been told by more
than a couple of people that local
businesses occasionally had advertisements to place that
would be of speci~l interest to
students. Most of this advertis•
ing, like most advertising, would
normally be tied to sales that
woald run for oaly a few days. If
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sible. That was one of the most
important reasons for changing ' "· ::::
the schedule.
I think it's important to state
here that The Chronicle is noC
just for students who want to go
into journalism.
The age of self-publishing is
upon us. Very few corporations
these days turn over all their information to a printer and say,
""Make this into a catalogue."
These days, most large busi- ...,.>
nesses create the book themselves with the use of PageMaker
or some similar program. Anyone who wants to work in busi•
ness will rmd they are about three
times as employable if they have

:! : : :

----·-.

.: : : : : .•
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St•FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. CALL PO:R DISP:LAY AD .RATES.
CAI..L 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

(__P
___e_rll l l l li is_o_n...,..a_l___
s _,,)
Seek• tompaniouhip. Ken
Rayburn, white male, 43, divorced
seeks companionship. Lady should
be28-40, singleordivon:ed, white.
Call 858-4466 before Nine or LettertoRt. 5Box 143, Vaughter'sRun

~~!ve.=;";~~

up=:::::.:.::

AgeandexpaienceG>e&D,maaer. See
Dr. Tonylmku,B11siDC8S.\nncxl33<1'
call 355-2326.
. Ddiliwnifya..-ick..-ly
ldcls scafl"
m Tuesday at
4:00pninMassie411.
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Depart•e•t•

Room 1012, 65 SouthFroot Street,

Columbus, OH 43266-0308. Various teaching positions. Complete
listing 011 file in the Career Savi0es
Office.

200
West Second Snet, Room YJ7, Dayton. OH 45402. Various guvemment
&erVice positions. Listing on file in the
Cam:r Scavices Office. To Obtain
federal job into from a touch-tone
pbooc,call S13/22.5-2720orS13f22S.
2866.
.

U.S.DeparanaltolApicubunOfliceofpenonnel,Mini-Mail, SM-7

Washington, DC 20250-9600. Various li.stcdpositicm. Usting on file in
the career services office.
Mardn Marieta Energy Sy1te1111, Inc.- continues to need the iosumesandtransaiptsofstudentswith
amsesinmathemadcs,physics, chem·
isby, and electrical concepts for consideration as operators in training. If
you are interatcd, please bring your
material to tbecareera:nrerforfaxing.
CuslodialWorMr-latermittent
position. Knowlcd8e«'cltaoingpmctices and proa:dures; addition and
subtraction . Skill in operating in-·
Bookl for llllle. Psychology 10 I structions; mx,gnizesafety~
and 2 books for Human Growth and stand, walk or bend continuously; lift
Development. $12 each and both up to 50 lbs. frequeitly. Send resume
virtually in new amdition. Call tohumanaoon,es, Gallipolis l>eYelCathy at 574..atj 15
apmental cmer, 2500 Ohio Afflllle,
FJ-jf..J:Qaeealize•altedto Gallipolis. OH 45631. 614/446-1642.
first person who wants it Come and
1',1......... Dalper-Mustbave
get it. Bring help. CaJl 858-4440.
product or trim design experience.
Exposure to plastics. ntiJer or iqjec>
tian molding is desired. Desin:d canNondeao•laational Bible didate should lane expelimce with
Study. . Students, Faculty, and Staff PRO-E and/or Auto-CAD 12. Send
welcome. For 1D01einformation con- resumetol.T.S. Intammm, 147 W.
tact Linda Plummer at 355-2554. Schrock.Road, WestaYille,OH 43081
EledrGaiaRepairPenoa-ElecSpo~ by SSU Campus Minis-

(;.q~g:,~:1,,·~:~-~~s:· •:3
tJy.

tromechanicalEllgineeringTedmol-

•

ogy major to learn electronic repain rentengineeringresourceston:duce
oftelevisions,stereos,radios,etc. Sat- product development time, support
ellitedishinstallatioos. Customer Ser- product during production phase of
VK"e pidwp and dcmcry. Part-time product life, work on interdiscipliposition that aJUld lead to full~me nary design teams. BS degree in the
position. ContactPaJJ.Euton. Owner, plastics engineering or -technology
Euton 1V, 1565 Oalena Pike, West n,quin:d. Sendn:sumetotheHuman
Portsmouth, OH 4'663. Call (614) Resowces Department, MS PEI,
858-5000
The lntec. Group, inc., 666 VerSafety IIIMI 1.a\'ironaaatal Di- mont Stra:t, Palatine, n.. 60077.
ftCter- Must .me OSHA and EPA (708)358-00S8
certificate. Knowledge mplant first
Plumbhl&Deligner Adesigner
e ~ in reaid and safety required. This new po- with four
sitionisraponsibleforsafetytraining .moldingandrenavaaon;institutiooal
for current and new plant eq,loyees. related; need water, sewer and fU'C
Must have good communications protectionexperience;intergmphexskills. Contact Kathleen Cnbtree, periem:e. Send resume to lntm:onM&JWelding, 832FairgroundRoad, nect Technical Services, 147 W.
Lucasville,OH45648.Call(614)2.59- Schrock Road, Westerville, OH
6444
43081. (614)890--0361. (614)890Secrmry-Officc.Administtation 8366
graduate or major. Curtai1y a part•
Electrical Daiper-Fouryears
time position and oouJd lead to full- experience in the lighting and electime position. Sead resume m Bill trical layout for building and/or inSovinchluara:, 1034Kamy'sLane, stitutioos; knowledge of electrical
Portsmouth, OH 45(;62. Call (614) codes. Work will be manual or 011
353-5143.
intergraph. Send resume to lnterSecmary-Accu- connect Technical Services at the
rate1yping skills required; computer above address.
word processing experience (MiHVAC designer- Four ya1n of
crosoft Word) prefern:d; must be experience requin:d. Position will
able to function under fast-paced wort with an engineer who will be
~ng conditions; should possess doing all the calculations; may be
good telephone tkills; must be able worldngonboanlorinteqraph. Send
toMrk incoostructionenviromnent. resumetolntertoonectTechnical SerSend resumes to Greg Palmer, vices at the above address.
Pro.i_ect manager, The Sherman R.
Tatort- Tutors•neededforhigh
Smoot Company, P.O. Box 1028, school u,jects in Spanish, AJgcbn,
Lucasville, OH 45648.
Govanmeot,Hislmy,Eoglish,and~
SSU
Interested in a .. omctry. Sessions will be at local
career la journalla• should gain schools. If interested, pl.cue contact
valuable experience and college the Upward Bound Office at 355crcdit by working for TM Univer- 2439 or stop by the aftkc in the Comsity Chronicle. We are accepting monsBuilding(TRIOCenter).
applications for all departments.
Dnelopment0flicer2-Position
Contact Bill Holmes, UC Editor, in performsa wide ransempn,fessional
Massie 411 or ·can 355-2278.
duties involving the pJanning. orgaAutocad 12 Opentor- Imme- nmng,andmanqement~
diate need for an Autocad 12 Op- pr(!iccts of programs and operations
erator , mechanical, in the Colom- related downtown or industrial
bus area. Approximate duration of ~ t throughout the ci1y m
assignment 3 months. Pay rate is Cincinnao. Bachelor's degn:einBusiup to S 14 per hour. Call Diane ness. Ulban Design, City Planning.
Sollberger, PSCTechnical Servioes, Architecture. orclo&ely related fields
11800 Conrey Road, Cincinna!L OH required. Two years cxperienQe per45249,(513) 489-1191 or fax re- forming professional bd work in
sume to (513)489-1185.
cxmmercialorincutrialdewlopom,
Eagi.aeer- Work in thennoplas- mllestatefinancing, <l'p)anning. Extics injection and insert 1110lding perience in loan ptekaging and creproductdesign anddevelopment en- ativefinancingisbeneficial. Applicagineering projects, have bands on tions and resume must be filed in
invohement in processing ofpreci- person or returned tluough the US
sionplasticproductdesignengineel'- mail postmarked by 8cpteloocr 19.
in& participate on early inwlw- CitymCincinnati,PenoonelDepartmentph:,ueofpmductdlMlopnent mcm, Room 15, City Hall, 801 Plum
through ISIR submission and con- Street, Oocinnati, OH 45202.
McllalKer- This poaition is )Jritinuing through all phases of product production, work 'With concur- marily responsible for all cugoing

years

fax.

mail. Additionally, is responsible for
the maJori1f mbank errand that are
needed, and possibly worting some
hours in the pudLasing department
Must have high school diploma, read
and sort mail appropriately. operate
the various mail room equipment and
the oftset printing machine, valid
driver's license. Requim; theabili1yto
liftitemsupto50pounds. Contact the
Personnel Office, Bank One, 6th and
Chillicothe Streets, Portsmuh, OH
4'662.

Adminiltntive Support-Must
baveworldngknowledgeofco...,ater
(Paradox, WordPerfect 5.1, Hamm!
G r a p h i ~ softwaie) and
strong organimtional skills. Submit
oover letter, l"C91me and thRe letten
of reference by September 15 to

ATI'N: Sharon A R Stanley, Ph.D,
Health Commissioner, Pickaway
County General Health District, P.O.
Box613, Circ1eYille, OH43 l 13..o613.
COTA- 1bis position involves

geriamcrehabililation,paD'maoagomem, and adult/child MR/DD. Contact KathrynL Meyers, Ol'R/L, Oocupational Tbaapy Semas, 67fm
Rt 9 South, P.O.Box 83, St Oaimville.
OH 43950. (614) 695-5191.
Data Entry Operator 1- Operates keyboard on data entry of infor-

mati<mfroD'I peaiadeliameapplica-

tion,

pesticide

applicator

rec:iertificati labels. and reprinted
bms; files;sealdlfiles;prepusand

mailslicenses;assisls inopeniogmail,
plqJ8ring informatiom for packets,
andmailingstudymatcrial. Required '
sublraction, multiplic:ation,
and division, writing and speaking
aJlllmnu Englishwcabulary. l cxurse
orthMC months experience in typing.
Send ObioCivil Service Appticaim to
Deputnm i'I AgriaJlturt\ Office m
HummRalJUlas.65ScubFmmsam:t,
Rocm 605, Cdumbus, OH 43215.
Mlcrobiolodat 1- CondUL15 various tests within the Laboratory Services Unit, including MicnHlgglutinatimtest,plaeandtmeagghmdim
tests. bcmaglwnation-inhl"bition 1at
ELISA test, Micro immunodiftbsion
acst. Receives at specimens.and propaia them for bacterial mltme. Inoculates prepared materials onto or
intoprapermedia. Completionofundergraduatecoreprogramin microbiology or related field of study including microbiol~
Must
qualify under Fedeml Regulations,
Title 20, Olapter m,. Part 405. Send
Ohio Civil Smioeapplication toDepanment or AgriaJlture, Office m
Human Raouroes, 65 South Fnd
Stred, Room l,05, Columbus, OH
43215.

addi-

